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LINA – Nyhetsbladet för medlemmar i 
Sveriges Linflygares Intressefrämjande av 
Stunt. Bladet behandlar dock alla former 
av linflyg. Syftet med SLIS och LINA är att 
bidra till linflygets utveckling genom sprid-
ning av kunskap, skapa kontakter, förmedla 
nyheter, publicera ritningar samt informera 
om tävlingar och resultat.

LINA utkommer med 2 nummer per år. 
Ansvaret att sätta samman tidningen delas 
av Ingemar Larsson och Niklas Löfroth. 
Bidrag till LINA mottages tacksamt av 
redaktionen! Ingen censur eller förkortning 
av bidrag utan bidragsgivarens tillstånd. 
1 års medlemskap inom Sverige under 2021 
kostar 250:- medan det för Norden/Europa/
Världen kostar 300:-.
Avgiften sätts in på Plusgiro 96 34 51-0.
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Staffan Ekström
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Ove Andersson
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Sekreterare:
Niklas Löfroth

Skolbacken 12 C

656 71 Skattkärr

070-209 69 65

niklas.lofroth@
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SLIS Websida:

www.slis.org

– Nu börjar 
byggsäsongen!

Jag vill börja med att tacka alla som 
hörsammade min vädjan om hjälp med 
material till detta nummer. Det är precis 

      så här som det är tänkt att fungera!  
Lina är en tidning som finns till för och 
skapas gemensamt av SLIS alla medlemmar. 
Jag får ganska ofta framhålla att den tryckta 
versionen av tidningen fås genom att bli 
medlem i SLIS och att det alltså inte är fråga 
om en kommersiell tidningsprenumeration. 
För att det ska kunna skapas två nummer av 
Lina varje år krävs m a o att vi alla hjälps åt! 
Nästa Lina görs av Ingemar – hjälp honom!
I detta nummer har vi både svenska och 
utländska skribenter som varit med och 
bidragit till innehållet. Ett stort tack till: 
Ingemar Larsson, Lars Roos, Ove Andersson, 
Michael Palm, Staffan Ekström, Ingvar 
Nilsson, Bob Hunt, Frank Wadle, Todd Lee, 
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Omslagsbild: Thomas Olsson och Stefan Olsson under Kungsbacka Stunt Camp.

Alberto Solera, Ken Bird och Paul Walker 
som alla bidragit med intressanta artiklar. 
Som så ofta är fallet, när det är jag som är 
redaktör för tidningen, så handlar artiklarna 
övervägande om stunt. Ingemar Larsson 
rapporterar dock om årets fyra första 
Weatherman-tävlingar. Du kan också läsa 
om SM som till mångas glädje kunde bli av, 
så även Kungsbacka MFK:s ”Stunt Camp”. 
En hel del olika tips, byggen, nostalgi m m 
ryms också i detta nummer. 
Ånyo ett stort tack till våra trogna annonsörer  
3F Hobbyservice och MBS RC Models.

Till sist en liten uppmaning;  
Starta ett trevligt byggprojekt och låt oss alla 
få läsa en artikel om det i Lina nästa höst! 
Trevlig läsning!

Niklas Löfroth
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Även dett år bjöd Kungsbacka modellflygklubb in 
till ett 2-dagars träningsläger. Lägret ligger i mitt 
tycke perfekt i tid på sommaren och sker i mitten 

av en ganska lång period utan tävlingsverksamhet. Juni, 
juli och halva augusti har under ganska lång tid varit utan 
stunttävlingar och träffar så det här är ett mycket välkom-
met arrangemang! Det här året har vårens alla tävlingar 
dessutom ställts in p g a Corona-pandemin så därför var 
träffen extra välbehövlig. 
Det var vana stuntflygare så som Staffan, Lennart, Thomas 
och undertecknad tillsammans med några nyare piloter; 
Thomas Olsson, Stefan Olsson och Ingvar Nilsson som 
umgicks och hjälptes åt att förkovra sig i konsten att flyga 
stunt under de två dagarna.
Några av oss var hembjudna till Thomas på kvällen som 
bjöd på grillat vilket gjorde – om möjligt – träffen ännu 
trevligare! 
Det finns gott om plats på Kungsbackas fält att flyga och 
alla kunde träna så mycket man orkade och förmådde.
Jag hade dessutom med en ED Super Fury 1,5 cc diesel-
motor och fick hjälp av Ingemar Larsson att köra in den. 
Motorn kommer så småningom att sitta i en Keil Kraft 
Ranger eller möjligtvis i en Weatherman...
Tack till Thomas och Kungsbacka MFK för att vi fick 
komma och ha kul under dessa två dagar!
Hoppas att denna träff kan återkomma även nästa år för 
det är ett väldigt trevligt arrangemang!

π
Niklas Löfroth

STUNT CAMP
20–21 juli, Kungsbacka  

Stefan Olsson fixar 
med sin OS46 LA.
Lennart hjälper till 
att hålla Noblern.

   Niklas fick hjälp av 
Ingemar att köra in 
en ED Super Fury  
1,5 cc diesel.
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Lennart Nord förbereder en träningsflygning med sin 
exceptionellt välflygande Yatsenko Classic. 

Thomas Johnsson har tagit ett mellanår med mindre flygning 
än vanligt men tog sig tid att både arrangera och delta i 
träningsträffen.

Även Ingvar Nilsson deltog på träffen. Han hade plockat med 
sig en fin Strega försedd med Aviastar .61 i nosen.

Ingemar Larsson flög med en Nobler byggd av Ingemar Karlsson.
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For the past few years I’ve been flying 
Ukrainian engines, mostly the DR68 
Engine. I never had any issues with 

them and they always performed flawlessly 
for me, but this is not the norm. Many 
pilots using these engines are not quite so 
happy.
Have you ever wondered why some pilots 
have more engine problems than others?
The answer is very simple, most of the 
times it is just a matter of maintenance and 
service. Some of the Ukrainian engines in 
particular, require a lot of service to keep 
them at their best performance level.
Here are some tips and tricks that have hel-
ped me to fly seasons without any problem.

Most engines you can buy for Stunt come 
readily set up. Compression ratio, venturi 
size, muffler (pipe) setup, all this has been 
pre-set by the manufacturer and they often 
give advice for the choice of glowplug and 
fuel. I’d say, this factory setup is usually the 
best you can do or will at least give a satis-
factory result. If you, therefore, experience 
problems with your stunt-run, then it is 
advisable to check components for defects 
rather than fiddle with the setup.
The first thing I check is the fuel system. Is 
the tank leaking? Is the fuel filter clogged? 
What about the fuel line? 90% of all engine 
problems find their source in one of the 
above listed.

The next thing to check is the glowplug. By 
this, I don’t mean to check if it still glows. 
Rather how does the filament look? Is there 
black residue on it? Does the surface of the 
filament look corroded? In any case, just 
change it for a new one, that often works 
wonders! Depending on your setup, the 
glowplug will last between 20 and 100 
flights. If you face glowplug problems 
earlier than 20 flights, then you should 
consider changing your setup (fuel, glow-
plug, compression-ratio, ...). Rarely will a 
glowplug last much longer than 100 flights. 
If you are unhappy with your engine 
performance and your plug is already 200 
flights old, you may want to change it.
If all of this can be ruled out, then it’s time 
to have a closer look at your engine. Most 
of the time it’s just carbon residue that 
has built up on and inside the engine, so 
removing that is the first thing you should 
do. This is usually what I do every 50-70 
flights, whether I have problems or not. 

Frank’s 
DOs & DON’Ts 
of STUNT:

Frank’s personal view 
on how to become 
a better stunt pilot.

Engine Tender Love and Care

Love your engine, 
and it will love you!
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Disassemble the engine completely, and 
that includes removing the ball bearings. 
The best way to remove them is to heat the 
case with a hot air gun. When it’s warm 
enough, the bearings will fall out of the 
case. Then clean the case very well using 
hot water and soap. Old, gunky castor oil 
can also be removed with an oven cleaner, 
but be careful, some of them corrode the 
aluminum. Another way would be to use an 
ultrasonic cleaning bath. Whatever means 
you are using, in the end the entire crank-
case should look like new. Very important is 
to get the seats of the ball bearings perfectly 
clean. I sometimes even use some metal 
polish to ensure that the bearings will sit 
perfectly. The same counts for the seat of 
the liner. Polishing the inside of the case, 
where the liner sits, ensures a perfect heat 
transfer between liner and case.
The ball bearings themselves I clean with 
alcohol. After that I inspect them with mag-
nifying glasses making sure the surface of 
the balls as well as the grooves they run in, 
are without any defect. The surfaces should 
be shiny like a mirror. If not, I suggest to 
change the ball bearings. For most engines 
it is best to use bearings with an increased 
clearance. This is indicated by a “C3” suffix 
with the bearing designation.
The crankshaft should also be cleaned, of 
course. Often you’ll find some dull spots on 
it. This is beginning corrosion due to the 
heat and wear. To remove that, I use metal 
polish and a cloth. This I also use for the 
crank pin. In the end, the shaft will shine 
like new. I know a lot of people will advise 
to not use polish in your engine as it is 
abrasive and will affect the fits and tolerances. 
Believe me, not removing the dull spots is 
of even greater harm to your engine. The 
wristpin can be treated just like the shaft.
The liner will also get cleaned, first with 
hot water, soap and a toothbrush. Then 
with alcohol. Don’t be scared to use metal 
polish on the liner as well to give it the final 
touch. The chromed inside surface should 
be shiny like a mirror. Small scratches 
are normal signs of wear and shouldn’t be 
worried about. The outside should also be 
polished, being careful not to remove too 
much metal. Just work the surface enough 
to make it shiny again. This will improve 
the heat transfer to the case, which is vital 
for a good stunt run.
Next up is the conrod. Here it is vital to 
ensure, the lubricating holes are free and the 
bearing surfaces are clean. I usually polish 
the bearing surfaces carefully with Q-tips and 
metal polish. Then the play of the bearing on 
the crankpin should be checked. For most 
stunt engines this is not critical, but it should 
be checked anyhow. If the play along the axis 
of the conrod is more than sideways (in other 
words, when you feel that the bearing is oval), 
then it’s time for a new one.

The two remaining parts, the piston 
and the head, both should be cleaned 
thoroughly. Both are subject to the most 
carbon buildup. The head can be cleaned 
just like the crankcase and the combustion 
chamber should get polished. The piston on 
the other hand needs special treatment.
First I clean it using hot water and soap. 
The carbon buildup on the top of the piston 
is scraped off with a scalpel blade. Often 
there is even carbon buildup inside the pis-

allow the bearings to slip back and forth 
in the case. I tap the crankshaft from the 
rear and the front with very light hammer 
blows to ensure the bearings sit well. When 
all is cooled down, the crankshaft should 
have a noticeable axial play. Then I warm 
the whole unit again to about running 
temperature and check the play once more. 
It should remain unchanged or increase 
slightly. After that, the rest of the engine 
can be assembled as usual.

ton, this should of course also be removed. 
Removing the carbon buildup on the piston 
skirt is a difficult task that should only be 
done with great care. I use a soft rag and 
extra fine metal polish and I work the dark 
or dull spots only. At the top of the skirt 
you should see a shiny ring. This is where 
the piston seals against the liner. Avoid 
this ring as well as possible when polishing 
your piston. Below and above this ring you 
can polish the piston to a nice shine, being 
very careful not to remove metal. Also the 
top of the piston can be polished. 
Before assembling your engine, you have to 
make sure there is no polishing compound 
left. Clean every part once more, meti-
culously with hot water and soap or (if you 
have) with an ultrasonic bath.
Assembly starts with the ball bearings. 
Everyone has his own way to install the 
bearings, here is mine: 
I heat up the crankcase and let the bearings 
fall in place. I never use force to install 
them! Then, while everything is still 
very very hot, I install the crankshaft and 
the propdriver and mount a prop on the 
engine and tighten the propnut. By then, 
the engine is still very hot, which should 

Now it’s time to address another part that 
should be cleaned regularly and that most 
people forget about: The muffler!
The Discovery Retro Engines in particular, 
that come with Yatsenko models, show a lot 
of carbon buildup in the muffler. After a 
while, this will restrict the gas flow and you 
will experience a noticeable loss of power. 
Luckily these mufflers can be taken apart 
to clean the inside. You will be amazed 
how much carbon you’ll find in there. It is 
sufficient to scrape the carbon off of the 
aluminium. A polished finish inside the 
muffler is not required.
All the above I do after about 50 to 70 
flights! From checking the tank to cleaning 
out the muffler, it takes about 4 to 6 hours 
of work, but it is worth it! The lifespan of 
the engine is greatly improved and you 
will have a very consistent power package, 
serving you very well each flight.

Keep your engine happy! And you’ll be 
happy!

π
Frank Wadle

Before and after pictures illustrate the carbon builtup after about 70 flights. The Retro engine is a  
little more labour intense, other engine might last longer between cleaning. The black ring at the top  
of the liner can be removed carefully with a new scalpel blade. The muffler insert is just held in place 
by a tight press fit. Be sure to install it in the same position as before when assembling it.
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Mart Sakalov knep tredjeplatsen i Speed-klassen.

Vårens tävlingar blev inställda även  

i år men i mitten av sommaren lät-

tades äntligen restriktionerna och 

möjligheten att arrangera ett SM i 

linflyg i slutet av augusti blev en 

glädjande realitet. Som varit tradition 

de senaste åren kördes SM vid Johan-

nisbergs linflygbana i Västerås och där 

närheten till Mälarcampingen erbjuder 

bra boende för långväga deltagare. 

Tyvärr var det ett reducerat deltagar-

antal men lyckligtvis så många att SM 

kunde hållas i alla fyra klasserna. 

Vädret på fredagen bjöd på både regn och 
hård blåst. Inget väder man väljer att flyg-
träna i om det går att undvika... Jag provade 
att flyga en F2B-start men luften var väldigt 
orolig och valde då att avstå från vidare 
flygning den dagen. De speedflygare som 

var på plats valde också att avstå medan 
team- och combat-flygarna testade under 
någon timma när regnet slutat. Fredagkväl-
len ägnades istället åt trevligt umgänge i 
campingstugorna.

Lördagen bjöd på bättre väder och de flesta 
kunde genomföra sina flygningar i de 
olika klasserna utan problem. I år inbjöds 
inte deltagarna till någon officiell bankett 
men de flesta begav sig ändå till camping-
restaurangen på lördagkvällen och åt en 
gemensam middag vilket blev trevligt det 
också. På söndagen var vädret ännu bättre 
och vi fick till och med se solen titta fram 
under eftermiddagen vilket gjorde att 
pristagarna kunde sola sig i reflexerna från 
de ädla metallerna som delades ut.
Ett lovvärt initiativ togs av hemmaklubbens 
Kaj Johansson som serverade varm korv 
under båda dagarna. Mycket uppskattat av 
de som var där, speciellt att man kunde få 
räksallad på sin slang.

SM I VÄSTERÅS 28–29 AUGUSTI

Niklas och Jonathan Karlsson, Karlskoga MFK 
deltog framgångsrikt i flera klasser.
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I Speed F2A segrade inte helt oväntat Per Stjärnesund som varit en dominant i klassen under ett stort 
antal år. I år blev den vinnande farten 289,6 km/h. Ove Kjellberg till höger i bilden.

Emil och Michael Palm förbereder Emils modell i depån inför en flygning.

F2A Bara fyra stycken till start 
vilket gjorde detta till det 

minsta startfältet på flera år. Favorittippade 
Per höll för trycket och visade redan i första 
omgången att han inte tänkte släppa någon 
över bron. Detta befäste han sedan i de 
följande omgångarna. Bengt-Olof och Mart 
siktade i första hand in sig på att få en tid 
för att hamna på pallen och inte att slå per-
sonliga rekord. Herr Galax (B-O) chockade 
dessutom den församlade menigheten 
genom att få en tid noterad i tre omgångar 
och ingen kom ihåg när detta senast 
inträffade. Ola avstod flygning på lördagen 
och lyckades inte under söndagen få sådan 
ordning på sakerna att det blev någon tid.

F2B Det var en lite blygsammare 
deltagarlista i stunt det här året 

jämfört med 2019. Kanske spelade den 
rådande pandemin en roll i detta. Förhopp-
ningsvis återkommer de som avstod till 
nästa säsong. Då detta var den första stunt-
tävlingen i Sverige på nästan ett år så kände 
nog de flesta av oss som rest till Västeras 
denna helg ett stort sug efter att äntligen få 
tävla igen.
Det här året flögs alla omgångarna över 
asfalt då fartgrenarna behövde mindre 
tid än planerat. Det var jag själv tacksam 
över då min kärra lätt tippar framåt på 
gräsfältet. Ove avstod att flyga under den 
inledande delen av tävlingen på grund 
av problem med benen som gör att han 
har svårt att hålla balansen vid flygning i 
hård blåst. Pa söndagen klev dock Ove in i 
tävlingen och genomförde en fin flygning
och visade att takterna sitter i. 
Michael och Emil Palm kom igång sent 
med flygträningen den har säsongen och 
därav den lite lägre poängen än den vi är 
vana att se Palmarna prestera. Michael har 
haft ett slitsamt jobb i Kiruna och vecko-
pendlat hela vintern fram tills nyligen och 
orken har inte räckt till riktigt. Hans moti-
vation och energi har dock kommit tillbaka 
igen vilket vi är väldigt glada över. 

91/2021



Ove stod över de två första omgångarna men klev in i den sista och 
visade att takterna fortfarande sitter i.

Endast tre combatflygare var anmälda till SM och den som kom vinnande 
ur duellerna var Johan Larsson som vann även förra SM, 2019.

Niklas Löfroth flög med sin Thunder Gazer och den fungerade bra i 
vinden. Den starka PA75:an bidrog säkert också.

Staffan Ekström var säkerheten själv och vann ännu ett SM-guld. Det var 
dock lite jämnare i toppen än tidigare där Lennart Nord kom närmast efter.

10 1/2021



RESULTAT SVENSKA MÄSTERSKAPEN 2021 
Johannisberg, Västerås 28-29 augusti

F2A Speed
Placering, Namn Klubb 1 2 3 4
1. Per Stjärnesund Västerås FK Modellflyg 289,3 0 289,6 0

2. B-O Samuelsson MFK Galax  263,3  261,0  0  264,5

3. Mart Sakalov Västerås FK Modellflyg  -  170,4  0  -

4. Ola Murelius Västerås FK Modellflyg  -  -  0  0

F2B Stunt
Placering, Namn Klubb 1 2 3 2 bästa
1. Staffan Ekström Trelleborgs MFK  961  1024  1048  2072

2. Lennart Nord Västerås FK Modellflyg  881  1003  1051  2054

3. Niklas Löfroth Karlskoga MFK  913  968  1005  1973

4. Anders Hellsén MFK Snobben  911  961  736  1872

5. Michael Palm Kungsbacka MFK 785 887 872 1759

6. Emil Palm, Jun  Kungsbacka MFK 607 594 652 1259

7. Ove Andersson Västerås FK Modellflyg 0 0 970 970

F2C Team Racing
Placering, Namn Klubb 1 2 3 4 Final
1. Niklas Karlsson Karlskoga MFK 5.14,8  4.07,7  4.10,2  -  8.24,4

 Per Stjärnesund Västerås FK Modell

2. Jan Gustafsson Västerås FK Modell  4.09,6  Disk  3.40,4  -  8.39,6

 Jonatan Karlsson, Jun Karlskoga MFK

3. Lennart Nord Västerås FK Modell  34 v  94 v  4.28,8 4.17,6 27 v

 Johan Larsson Vänersborgs MFK

F2D Combat
Placering, Namn Klubb 1 2 3 4
1. Johan Larsson Vänersborgs MFK  1 V (650)  2 F (540)  4 V (428)  5 V (646)

2. Lennart Nord Västerås FK Modell  2 V (642)  3 F (184)  5 F (474)  V (548)

3. Jonatan Karlsson, Jun Karlskoga MFK 1 F (558) 3 V (200) 4 F (380) F (380)

 

Lag-SM
Placering, Klubb F2A F2B F2C F2D Summa
1. Västerås FK Modellflyg 5+3 6+1 1,5+2,5+2 4 25

2. Karlskoga MFK  -  5  2,5+2  3 12,5

3. Trelleborgs MFK   -  7  -  -  7

4. Vänersborgs MFK   -  -  1,5  5  6,5

5. Kungsbacka MFK   -  3+2  -  -  5

6. MFK Galax   4  -  -  -  4

6. MFK Snobben   -  4  -  -  4

Domare
F2A & F2C:  Göran Olsson / Bengt-Olof Samuelsson

F2B:  Johan Larsson

 Stefan Karlsson

 Ingemar Larsson

F2D:  Stefan Karlsson / Bengt-Olof Samuelssonπ
Ingemar Larsson och Niklas Löfroth

Anders Hellsén flög med sin elmotorkonverterade Time Machine 
den här gången. Tyvärr fick Anders problem med motorn i sista 
omgången vilket grusade hans möjligheter att avancera i resultatlis-
tan. För en tid sedan beställde Anders en Axioma 2 med en Stalker 
76 från Shuhrat Ishbutaev och leveransen är beräknad till oktober. 
Risk alltså att Anders kommer att bli mycket giftig nästa säsong! 
Min egen flygträning har varit starkt begränsad den här säsongen 
p g a tennisarmbåge i flygarmen. Trist och frustrerande att inte 
kunna flyga som man önskar! Räddningen har varit att jag kunnat 
ägna sommaren åt mitt byggprojekt istället.
Med hjälp av olika behandlingar lyckades jag bli av med smärtan så 
pass att det gick att börja flyga igen ett par veckor innan SM. 
Förmodligen med hjälp av förra årets mängdträning lyckades jag nå 
en tredjeplats vilket jag känner stor tacksamhet över.
Jag vet inte hur mycket som Lennart Nord tränar med sin fina Classic- 
kärra men min upplevelse är att det förmodligen är en hel del för 
han flyger bättre än någonsin. I sista omgången lyckades han t o m 
att få högst poäng av oss alla. Staffan Ekström vinner ändå tack vare 
att han är jämnare och därmed bäst över tre omgångar men vinsten 
var inte lika överlägsen som tidigare år.
Det kommer kanske att bli spännande tävlingar i framtiden!?

F2C Lite nya kombinationer i de lag som deltog då Guffy 
och Jonatan valde att flyga ihop som en träning inför 

nästa års VM där de förmodas ställa upp. Det gjorde att Niklas blev 
utan pilot och Per utan mekaniker men eftersom ett plus ett är tre 
bildade de överblivna ett nytt lag. Som tredjelag flög Johan/Lennart 
vilket de gjort i ett par års tid nu. På papperet hade Guffy/Jonatan 
den mest potenta utrustningen men i finalen visade det sig att 
gammelgubbarna säkert tuffade på i samma takt hela tiden och den 
jämnheten gav till slut ett SM-guld. Johan/Lennart var aldrig med i 
matchen då de tappade modellen vid första omtankningen.

F2D I år blev F2D minsta klassen (likt F2C) med bara tre 
deltagare men där alla som deltog håller landslagsnivå. 

Efter två omgångar visade det sig att alla hade var sin vinst och 
var sin förlust. Dvs en helt öppen affär. Men i rätt ögonblick höjde 
Johan sig ett snäpp och besegrade först Jonatan och sedan Lennart i 
finalen och försvarade därmed sitt guld från senaste SM. I flygning-
en om andraplatsen drog Lennart det längsta strået. Det innebar 
också att han tog medalj i alla klasser han ställde upp i (B-C-D) så 
nu är det väl bara för honom att börja med A så att han kan gå för 
en kvadrupel svit nästa år!

Lag-SM Att Västerås skulle vinna lag-SM gav låga 
odds hos alla vadslagare eftersom huvuddelen 

av de tävlande är medlemmar där. Lika klart var Karlskoga (med 
tre piloter) klar tvåa. Striden kom istället att stå om bronspengen 
mellan två ”one-man-show” där Trelleborg och Staffan var en ynka 
halvpoäng före Vänersborg och Johan. Båda vann var sitt guld och 
även om Johan också flög F2C blev antalet deltagare i F2B det som 
fällde utslaget till Trelleborgs fördel.

Till sist ska alla domare ha ett stort tack för sin insats. Göran Olsson 
som höll ordning på tiondelarna i F2A, Stefan Karlsson, Johan Larsson 
och Ingemar Larsson som gjorde det svåra jobbet att sätta poäng på 
krumelurerna vi skriver på himlen med våra modeller i F2B, Bengt-
Olof Samuelsson och Göran Olsson i F2C samt Stefan Karlsson och 
Bengt-Olof i F2D. Plus naturligtvis alla andra som hjälpte till som 
funktionärer. Utan alla runt omkring skulle det aldrig bli något SM!

F2C F2D

F2A F2B
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One of the most common questions 
I get is how do I fly in the wind. 
What are the secrets? Well, before 

we go too far, let's define what wind is!

What is the definition of wind?
That question varies significantly based on 
who you ask. Some think that wind above 
5 mph is wind, others think wind starts at 
about 10 mph, and others' threshold is at 
15 mph. Along with the wind speed (yes, a 
scalar quantity lacking a constant direc-
tion) is the smoothness, or lack thereof. 
I've heard Randy call the bumps in the air 
“biscuits.” Big lumpy disturbances that 
physically move the plane without your 
inputs. We've all flown in those conditions, 
and it is no fun.

I find that if the air is smooth, I can still put 
in a good scoring flight up to about 15 mph 
(≈ 7m/s). If the wind increases above that 
point the probability of a real good score 
certainly goes down. However, if the plane's 
trim is off, the threshold of good scoring 
goes down. Remember the performance 
curves described in the past? The trim of 
your plane determines how fast your score 
will decay as the wind speed increases.

For now, let's assume wind is the speed that 
causes you unease at the thought of flying.

Requirements for flying in the wind
I see three important factors in being able 
to fly well in the wind. They are:

– Plane in very good trim

– Good motor run characteristics
– Positive attitude.

No matter how good the motor runs, and 
having a positive attitude, if your plane is 
out of trim you WILL have difficulty extrac-
ting good scores from the judges. Likewise, 
if the motor run is not what it should be, 
even with perfect trim and attitude, you 
will have difficulty. Finally, if your attitude 
is off, your perfect plane will not go where 
it needs to. Let's look into each of these in 
more detail.

Plane in good trim
The previous discussions on trim should 
get you close to meeting the first require-
ment. What is good trim for flying in the 
wind? In my mind, there is no “wind” trim 

FLYING IN THE

WIND Paul Walker on how to 
become a better stunt pilot.

Walker puts in the winning flight  
at the 2015 U.S. Nationals. 

Bob Hunt photo.
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I put the plane in to fly in the wind. Part of 
my trimming process is to adjust to plane 
until it flies equally well in dead air, perfect 
air, and strong wind. There will be a trim 
that may work well in the wind, but it may 
not work well in dead air. For now, let's 
ignore this issue.

There are many “secrets” for flying in the 
wind that I have heard. Some suggest extra 
tip weight. I find that to be counterproduc-
tive. Yes, it helps in some places; however 
it can lead to serious problems in corners. 
You can get a real nasty surprise in the last 
corner of the hourglass if you find the need 
to “lean” on it. It can also cause issues with 
the third corner of the hourglass distorting 
the shape, and forcing the issue on the last 
corner. That extra tip weight will cause the 
third corner to not turn clean, drop the 
outboard tip (roll away from you) and signi-
ficantly increase the radius of the corner. It 
can easily feel like a stall with the plane not 
wanting to turn at all, and just skid through 
that section of the maneuver. At that point 
the geometry is compromised, and many 
times will lead to the panic fourth corner. 
This is not what you want! Some suggest 
that the CG move back some for the wind. 
Again, I don't find this helpful and it now 
will respond differently than what you prac-
ticed with. It can also reduce your overhead 
line tension and you certainly don't want 
that in the wind. So, as I stated earlier, 
adjust your trim so that it is the same 
for dead air, windy, weather, and perfect 
conditions. This takes some time to do, but 
you will end up with a plane that “feels” the 
same in all conditions. This gives you an 
advantage when the wind blows as you will 
not need to adjust yourself (or the plane) to 
the conditions.

Saying all of that, I find that having the 
leadouts as far aft as possible will help with 
flying in the wind. This setting also needs 
to meet the criteria of flying in dead air and 
perfect conditions well also. In the process 
of trimming, there are a few points in the 
pattern to be aware of when evaluating the 
trim of your plane in the wind. I find the 
following three locations very telling of 
your trim. They are: 1) The start of the four 
leaf clover, 2) the overhead eights, and 3) 
wind-up that you may experience in round 
loops. Starting with the clover, when you 
start to enter the first loop at 42 degrees 
you will start in a place such that when 90 
degrees of the first loop is completed you 
will be directly downwind. At the point of 
first applying up to start, you will still have 
a tailwind component that makes the entry 
soft. If you find that the plane just doesn't 

want to make that first loop, it goes loose 
and comes in at you, it is highly likely that 
your leadouts are too far aft. This is one 
critical point that just has to be right so 
that you can complete the pattern. If the 
leadouts are too far aft here, simply adding 
tip weight doesn't solve the problem . 
Because of this issue, many will try to bias 
the maneuver to the left so that the entry 
can be executed. However, this creates 
issues later on in the maneuver as it can 
easily distort the second and third loops. Be 
aware of this.

Next, watch the overhead eights. If you 
find the plane gets soft halfway through 
each loop as it is now heading back into the 

trimming the plane to fly well in the wind 
will generally make it fly well in the dead 
air. But don't take my word for it, test it 
yourself.

Once you have decided on the right trim, 
you can consider flying a bit faster to get 
through the bad air better. The downside 
is that your timing will be disrupted a 
bit, but if the air gets real bad, this is an 
option. Watch out for the outside squares 
as that downturn to start can get to the 
bottom corner VERY fast. It will give you a 
bit better penetration in the overheads and 
vertical maneuvers. This is something you 
are going to have to decide on for yourself. 

wind, it is likely that your leadouts are too 
far forward! Move them aft and try again. 
Yes, you are running in direct opposition to 
the four leaf clover needs. This can easily 
become a balancing act that you will have to 
decide where to place the leadouts. Howe-
ver, there is one more place (thing) to check 
and that is the tendency for the plane to 
wind up in the strong wind in consecutive 
maneuvers, like the round loops. Since I 
started running electric power, I found that 
as the leadouts moved aft, the less the plane 
tended to wind-up in the strong wind. With 
electric power, the motor runs the same 
every time, and this effect was very clear to 
see. In the past with internal combustion 
engines, I noticed it but thought it was 
simply an engine/tank phenomenon and 
dismissed the observation. However, it is 
real, and noticeable. Don't get me wrong 
here, moving the leadouts aft will not 
eliminate wind-up, but it will minimize it 
enough to feel. And any advantage I can 
get I will take! The point here is to care-
fully test your plane in the wind, watching 
these three areas, and optimizing it to fly 
in the wind. In general, I have found that 

Testing this prior to a competition flight is 
of course the preferred option.

Good motor run characteristics
This section is for internal combustion 
engines. Electric motors either run at a 
constant speed or use the Igor Burger 
accelerometer-based controller. If using the 
Igor system, it is only a matter of setting 
the parameters that increase and decrease 
the motor speed. The internal combustion 
engine controls much of what can happen 
in the wind. Standard muffler systems have 
limited power up capability and braking but 
can still be made to work reasonably well. 
It becomes a combination of compression 
ratio, venturi size, and prop. I managed to 
win the 87 Nat's in the wind using a ST 60 
with a tongue muffler. That was the “state 
of the art” for the time. I followed one of 
my hints mentioned earlier and flew faster. 
I ended up going 4.8 second laps on 70-foot 
lines to get through the overheads. Since 
then with the advent of the tuned pipe, 
things are different. With the tuned pipe, it 
can be adjusted to give more boost, or less, 
depending on the conditions. In general, I 

”In the wind, your timing in maneuvers 

can be very different. If you are the type that 

flies to a metronome in your head, then flying 

in the wind is going to be more problematic.
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opted to keep it the same for all conditions 
to keep my timing the same.

Regardless of the parts behind the exhaust, 
having the motor power up when needed 
and not contribute to wind-up is the key. 
Here the tuned pipe is superior, as it 
resists the wind-up better than a muffled 
system. With the resistance to wind-up, 
more boost can be dialed in to get through 
critical power maneuvers with minimal 
wind-up in the rounds. The key here is 
getting it adjusted correctly. Once again, 
you need to spend time on the practice 
field trying different pipe lengths, and pipe 
diameters to find the best combination for 
your needs. Back in 1998, at the Nats of 
course, my trusted OS 40 VF that I had 
used exclusively since 1990 felt weak in 
Friday evening practice. I quickly removed 
it and put a brand new one in. Several 
flights later I removed the 40 size pipe and 
replaced it with a 60 size pipe. That made 
a big difference to the power delivery. The 
finals on Saturday were in near dead air 
and that big pipe helped power that Impact 
through those conditions beating all the 
.60-powered planes on that day. The point 
here is that you need to try these different 
adjustments to find what works for you. I 
had tried that pipe at home, but created “too 
much” power for my style at cool sea level. 
But knowing that helped me in what to do 
with the hot humid conditions in Muncie 
that day.

The bottom line to the power system is 
that it MUST supply adequate power when 
requested and MUST resist wind-up as 
well. This can be done with IC or electric, 
your choice.

Positive Attitude
This category was generalized by the term 
"positive attitude." In reality, you need a 
positive attitude, the “want” to do well, and 
motivation to succeed. It does require all 
three pieces.

OK, positive attitude to me is having the 
knowledge in your abilities to get the job 
done in the wind. The minute you have 
a second of doubt, you have lost. It really 
requires you to have practiced enough 
in the bad wind to know what has to be 
done to do well. Practice in 15+ mph winds 
whenever you get the chance. Keep doing 
it over and over to improve your skills, 
reflexes and plane trim. Do it until you are 
tired of it, and then do many more. It needs 
to be done enough so that you will know 
exactly the planes strengths and weak-

nesses, and this knowledge will be your 
strength in a competition wind flight.

Now, you have a positive attitude, now 
what? You need the “want” to do well. Sure 
you want to score well, however you need 
the drive to do well. This is a huge factor 
in a good flight in the wind. You MUST 
want to attack the wind and take it hostage! 
Really, there can be no give on this point. 
You must want to do it, and you must know 
you can do it well.

To cap this off, you need MOTIVATION. 
This puts a point on the positive attitude 
and the want to give you the best possible 
chance at a great score. Let me give you an 
example. It was the 1994 Nats in Texas, 
and two rounds of the finals had been 
completed. There was some wind, and one 
of the finalists had done well with a flight 
in relatively light air, and was leading. The 
wind then picked back up. As a result, I 
was pretty much deflated and had virtually 
given up on winning. I had the positive 
attitude as I knew I could do it, and it was 
the Nats so I wanted it, but something was 
missing. Then this person went around to 
the other finalists and shook their hands 
and described how much fun he was 
having. It wasn't his intention, but it struck 
me the wrong way. I felt he was congratu-
lating himself at our expense prior to the 
final outcome. That was it! I was going to 
show him now! I now had the positive atti-
tude, the want and now REAL motivation. I 
really focused on my last flight, in the wind, 
and smoked one in. In the end I had won 
by one half of a point. The motivation I was 
given was a huge factor in that score!

Sounds great, but really, how do you get 
that “attitude”? That's a tough question. 
I believe it is important to stay properly 
hydrated when competing, and to be pro-
perly rested as well. Getting tired is a big 
deterrent to having a positive attitude. Once 
tired, it seems that one is always “reacting” 
to situations as opposed to being in control 
and “ahead” of issues. Prevent that by being 
rested, hydrated, and then you can KNOW 
that you are prepared and you will do well. 
I take it as a challenge to myself to control 
the conditions, not having the conditions 
control me. And find some motivation to 
get the results you want.

Now that you have the correct attitude and 
desire to fly in the wind, it is time to dis-
cuss the finer points to flying in the wind. 
There are several critical factors to flying in 
the wind. They are:  

1) Placement of maneuvers in the wind
2) Timing of maneuvers 
3) Sizes of the maneuvers
4) Shapes of maneuvers
5) Speed of the flight. 

In general, many of the following statements 
apply to all maneuvers when flying in the 
wind. If your goal is to maximize your score, 
you need to place all the maneuvers directly 
downwind. Why is that you ask? First, it 
gives the judges an undistorted view of each 
maneuver. If your maneuver is way off from 
downwind, the judges can’t see the correct 
 geometry, and even if it looks correct to 
the pilot, it will look distorted to the judge. 
This is not the judges' fault, nor their task to 
interpret what it looked like from the pilots' 
perspective. Move it downwind to give the 
judges a clean view. Secondly, it makes it 
easier to maintain the correct shape of the 
maneuver, thus making the judges job of 
giving you a good score easier! It’s a win-win 
situation.

Timing in Maneuvers
In the wind, your timing in maneuvers 
can be very different. If you are the type 
that flies to a metronome in your head, 
then flying in the wind is going to be more 
problematic. Consider the square eight, and 
what the plane is doing in that maneuver. 
As the plane turns up to start the maneu-
ver, all seems well, until the second corner 
when the plane now is headed back into the 
wind. It has now turned two corners, slo-
wed some, and then pushes into the wind 
and slows some more. The speed I am refe-
rencing here is the planes' speed relative 
to the ground, which is easy for the pilot 
to see and respond to. So, in the second 
segment, it takes the plane longer to get to 
the same point in space to make the third 
corner. If you are flying to a metronome in 
your head, you will not fly the second leg 
out far enough before the turn down to the 
ground. Then things get more crazy, as 
when it turns down it will pick up speed 
quickly, and the fourth corner gets there 
real fast. Then the fourth corner is turned 
and it rockets towards the next corner and 
the first “intersection." By this time you will 
be well past the established vertical and the 
next vertical segment will be obviously to 
the left of the first. On the outside segment, 
the same thing will happen only this time 
the vertical segment will be to the right of 
where it should be. This happens VERY 
frequently to a lot of pilots. The way to get 
around this issue is to learn to fly to the 
shape, and ignore the timing metronome in 
your head. This takes some practice, but is 
the only way I have been able to overcome 
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this issue. I always envision the shape of 
the maneuver and then try my best to put 
the plane onto that shape.

Size Decision
When the wind is strong, you will have 
to make a decision as to the size of the 
maneuvers you will make. If you force the 
maneuvers to stay at 45 degrees, it will 
make everything happen very fast, and 
push your plane to its limit, or past that 
point. You have to know your plane, your 
abilities, and your practice level. If you can 
keep the maneuvers to 45 degrees, without 
destroying the shapes of the maneuvers, do 
such. If not, consider opening the sizes to 
give you a bit more time in the maneuvers 
and to keep the shapes good. This is an 
obvious tradeoff, as 45 degrees should score 
better, but if the maneuvers are misshapen 
as a result you could lose even more points 
that opening sizes up a bit. Now, what is a 
“bit”? If you open maneuvers by 10 degrees, 
then the top of the vertical eight will be 20 
degrees past vertical, and that is easy for 
the judges to see. Opening up 5 degrees 
translates to 10 degrees past vertical on the 
vertical eight and that is more difficult for 
the judges to see. Consider what you are 
willing to risk on the scoresheet.

Maintaining Shape
Shapes as discussed in the timing dis-
cussion are harder to maintain. The 
round eights have the same issue as the 
square eights, and I have seen MANY egg 
shaped loops in the wind on the round 
eights because the pilots “timing” wants 
something different than the wind will 
allow. I have to consciously push the round 
eights out on the top part of the loops to 
maintain shapes and intersections. This 
can be difficult for the pilot to see someti-
mes, and a coach who can watch this and 
assess what you are doing is very helpful. I 
have been guilty of this, and my past coach 
(Don McClave) would easily see it and tell 
me. It would take a flight or two to adjust, 
and once adjusted, I could see what he was 

saying. Practice making the shapes correct, 
and many of the other issues will disappear.

Power
What do you do about “power”? A quick 
discussion here for the purist! Power is 
work done over the time it takes to do the 
work. For a given flight at the same speed 
and the same flight time and the same 
size, the work to do that flight is the same. 
The time is also the same so the average 
horsepower is the same, even if it was an 
FP 40 or a PA 75. The PA 75 obviously has 
more maximum horsepower capability, 
but it is not used. The FP 40 obviously has 
enough. So where is the difference? When 
a high drag situation occurs, i.e. a corner, 
the drag goes up, and if no more power is 
available, the plane will stay slowed down 
until the drag is gone and it stabilizes 
where it was previously. However, if the 
engine has extra horsepower capability, it 
will simply power up briefly to keep the 
speed up. This is where people feel the 
difference and claim their motor has more 
horsepower. However, when you average 
that out over the entire flight, the difference 
in average horsepower is not much, but 
that “feel” in the corners is nice. So, where 
do you want to be in the wind? Me, I don't 
want to be caught with the low horsepower 
engine. I want all that extra capability to 
overcome high drag situations. In the past, 
we didn't have such good motors, and the 
only way to get this extra bit was to fly 
faster. Check out the video of my semifinals 
and finals flights from the Lincoln Nat's 
in 1978. I have watched it on YouTube, so 
you should be able as well. I was flying a 
ST 60 powered BadNews at 4.8 seconds a 
lap in that bad wind. There was little choice 
then, as without that speed I wasn't getting 
through the overheads. You are going to 
have to experiment with what speed will be 
required to do a “quality” pattern for your 
setup.

With this in mind, a maneuver-by-maneu-
ver description follows.

Takeoff
The first challenge is the takeoff. Many 
a prop has been lost by taking off in the 
wrong place. So where is the right spot? 
Choose either an upwind or downwind 
location, and I base that on the speed of 
the wind. If it approaches 20 miles per 
hour I give up and choose the downwind 
location. I simply don't want to risk being 
pushed in just at release and lose control. 
Bad things can happen that way. Instead 
I go downwind and move it so it has a 
slight headwind component. This might be 
around 10 degrees from dead downwind. 
Again, I don't want to risk getting a gust 
of wind under the tail and grinding a prop 
down. The problem here is that the plane 
will easily lift off and not roll out smoothly. 
My approach in this situation is to take off 
at full cruise power (yes, electrics can take 
off at different power levels) and “fly” the 
plane directly from release. In this case I 
don't assume that it is going to roll like a 
normal takeoff, but instead I imagine that 
it is already in flight and I simply fly it from 
the ground to 5-foot altitude as smoothly as 
I can. Watch out for any unevenness in the 
takeoff strip, as a small bump will “launch” 
it into the air suddenly. When the wind is 
15 or less, I will execute an upwind takeoff. 
Like the downwind takeoff, I make sure 
the plane has a slight headwind component 
at the release point. Like the downwind 
takeoff, around 10 degrees is enough to 
make sure there is no tailwind at release. 
Also like the downwind takeoff, I use full 
cruise power and make sure it has ramped 
up to that level before release. This gives 
more instant control authority and is less 
susceptible to wind gusts that might be 
an issue at low speed. Once moving it will 
quickly have a tail wind component, but it 
will have plenty of speed quickly and it is 
very unlikely to jump into the air, so the roll 
out can be more “normal”. Note: The pre-
vious discussion is for takeoff on pavement. 
If on grass, I always use the downwind 
takeoff unless the grass is like a putting 
green. If attempting an upwind 
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takeoff in thicker grass, the drag on the 
wheels can make the plane nose over and 
damage the prop, and or other pieces of the 
structure. There is too much risk there, 
so make a downwind takeoff. Now that 
the plane is in the air, focus on the takeoff 
maneuver. It doesn't end as soon as the 
plane is in the air. Make sure to make a 
smooth ascent to level flight in one lap, and 
then fly two more laps before the takeoff 
maneuver is completed.

Reverse Wingover
Once the takeoff is completed, read the 
wind to determine the exact upwind spot 
for the start of the reverse wingover. At 
the appropriate time pull up EXACTLY 
upwind. If you enter too soon, it will be 
very easy to do the first half. If you wait too 
long, it will have an anemic climb, and have 
a definite crab angle over the top. Crab is 
when the fore aft axis of the plane is not 
co-linear to the flight path. This is very easy 
for the judges see, and downgrade accor-
dingly. The key to this maneuver is finding 
upwind exactly in the right place. The entry 
into the vertical climb is also important. 
This is NOT the time to show the judges 
a “rulebook” corner entering the climb. It 
will accentuate an error and show a crab 
angle even more so. Your best bet is to 
make a softer entry and any resultant crab 
angle will be less noticeable if the wind is 
missed. In that same vein, don't automati-
cally hammer the second and fourth cor-
ners of this maneuver. It looks really cool 
when done right, but your probability of 
completing it perfectly in the strong wind 
is much reduced. Make all four corners as 
close to the same radius as possible, that 
way nothing will jump out to the judges as 

being different. Instead, put your focus on 
making a great turn and stop on all corners 
in this maneuver. Doing that does give the 
judge something to GIVE you points for as 
opposed to subtracting for other “diffe-
rences.” The absolute hardest part of this 
maneuver is finding the correct location 
to turn up on the return pass over the top. 
Sometimes there are obvious objects in the 
background (i.e. trees, buildings, etc.) that 
make it “easy” to find where you turned up 
initially. Be aware that judges sometimes 
move in the middle of a maneuver, so 
focusing on them is not always the right 
answer. Break down and buy a bright 
colored T-shirt and have your helper put it 
on and stand upwind, and use them for the 
mark. Again, remember to make the fourth 
corner the same radius as the others, and 
have a flat pullout.

Inside/Outside Loops
As discussed previously, place the round 
loops directly downwind. This may seem 
a bit strange the first few times you try it, 
but it can become natural with practice. 
In this position, wind-up can become an 
issue. This is where the trim on you plane 
can help, as discussed previously. Also, 
how your motor reacts also affects the 
wind-up. If you plane does tend to wind up, 
be prepared, and expect it ahead of time 
instead of reacting to it. Controlling the 
size of this maneuver is also a “tell all” to 
the judges for what is upcoming. Keeping 
these rulebook size, and round, tells the 
judges you are under control, and deserve 
more points. Out of control here sets a bad 
precedent to the judges, and will likely fol-
low in subsequent maneuvers. Likewise, be 
prepared for the different timing in these 

maneuvers. It becomes very easy to make 
oval shaped maneuvers (long side vertical) 
as you are turning into the wind to start 
and that tends to make it turn easier. Then 
at the top, the plane is headed into the wind 
and it is very easy for it to descend too fast, 
changing the radius of the loops. It takes 
practice to keep this round, but it can be 
done.

Inverted Flight
There is not too much to discuss here. The 
focus is in maintaining the exact level flight 
height, and heading into the wind some-
times makes it climb, and then with the 
wind it wants to descend. Be aware that this 
can happen, and be on it before reacting to 
it. The climb/descend is a generalization. 
At my flying field, when the wind blows 
from the southeast, my plane tends climb 
into the wind, yet when the wind is from 
the northeast, it tends to descend heading 
into the wind. The only difference I can see 
is the general terrain that the wind came 
through to get to my field, and it might be 
rolling one way from the SE and a different 
roll from the NE. This is where a bit of 
practice at the site you are going to fly at; 
in the wind can be helpful. Once again, be 
prepared before it becomes a reaction on 
your part.

Inside Square Loops
Once again, position this maneuver directly 
downwind. As with most maneuvers in the 
wind, the size of the maneuver determi-
nes how hard it is going to be for you to 
execute this correctly. The bigger the easier, 
however the size may hurt your score. In 
this maneuver, all the corners will feel 
somewhat different, as the plane present 
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to the air at quite different angles. Each leg 
will also feel different than normal. If you 
do this maneuver with the same cadence 
that you do it in the calm wind condition, it 
will be quite distorted. The first leg of the 
maneuver will take longer than normal as 
there is some headwind component it flies 
into. The second leg can be similar to calm 
conditions, however the wind is trying to 
push it down, and this has to be resisted. 
The third leg can happen very quickly as 
you have wind and gravity working on the 
plane making it accelerate. This is turn 
makes the fourth leg faster, which in turn 
makes the fifth leg faster, etc. The stable 
speed will be a function of your plane trim 
and motor capability to resist speeding 
up. Since every leg is different, standard 
cadence is out of the question, and you 
have to develop an “eye” for the shape of 
this maneuver, and fly to that shape. Again, 
practice flying in the wind will help develop 
this skill.

Outside Square Loop
This maneuver is somewhat different from 
the inside squares due to the entry method. 
As you all know the entry of this maneuver 
is one of the most difficult to do correctly in 
the wind. The second you input the down 
control to start it, it can hit warp speed 
instantly! There are a few “tricks” to help 
mitigate this, but all are Band-Aids. Many 
try to slow the plane before entry by feeding 
a bit more up just before starting. This 
helps, but the judges can see this a mile 
away. Another technique I have seen the 
Chinese team members do is to stay in level 
flight (5 feet high) until about a quarter of a 
lap before the maneuver starts and abruptly 
pull up into the 45 degree elevation, and 
then start. This really strains the plane to 
climb that hard with a significant tailwind, 
and does slow the plane making the entry 
easier. The key is good trim and a motor 
that helps brake during that downhill dive. 
I have also seen some enter this maneuver 
as if it was the start of a reverse wingover. 
I would not recommend that approach. 
Instead, make sure the maneuver is dead 
downwind and start with a nice tight cor-
ner. The tight corner creates a bit more drag 
helping to slow the plane. It further gives 
you more time as there is a longer straight 
segment before the bottom corner. Again, 
this maneuver in the wind requires you to 
“eye” the shape, and a simple cadence is 
out of the question. By the time the third 
corner is done, it seems to settle down and 
the second down leg is easier.

Triangle

This is another maneuver that has the 
potential to really wind up in a good wind. 
Place it directly downwind as it keeps the 
differences in the corners less, and gives a 
proper view to the judges. If this maneuver 
is offset any significant amount, it become 
quite distorted to the judges, and it will 
look like it is misshapen even though from 
the pilots perspective it is “perfect.. Don't 
let this happen to you! Keeping the corners 
all 120 degrees is also critical to a good 
triangle. It is too easy to make the first 
corner only 110 degrees, or less, as you are 
remembering the squares. The wind makes 
it difficult because the input to the first 
corner is different than in perfect air, and 
you need to recognize this. Entering this 
maneuver there is some additional airspeed 
which makes it corner a touch easier. This 
corner then can easily be overturned, hur-
ting the geometry. As mentioned earlier, 
this is another “eye” maneuver. The second 
corner is not too much different, but the 
third corner is quite different. Because of 
the slight headwind, and gravity, it starts 
the corner easier, but as the corner progres-
ses; the headwind becomes a tailwind, and 
all of a sudden the turn rate slows, and the 
drive out of the corner more difficult. This 
sometimes results in a drop in the bottom, 
or a lower pullout because of the changed 
turn rate. Flying a touch faster helps this 
problem. Be aware of the differences in the 
corners, and don't become reactive.

Horizontal Eight
As with the other maneuvers, it is very 
important to enter this maneuver directly 
downwind. If it is not entered downwind, 
the shape can easily be distorted. As the 
plane goes over the top of the insides and 
outsides, if flies into a headwind. Many fli-
ers then create egg shaped loops as they are 
using more of a “timing” approach to the 
maneuver. Then on the bottom of the loops, 
they tend to make them round, and the 
result is a criss crossing intersection. The 
“simple” solution it to make sure you fly 
the top portion of each loop out far enough 
to make the loop round. This does take 
some practice to do, and can feel strange, 
because it messes with your natural rhythm 
in that maneuver. The next problem area is 
setting the intersection with the first pass 
and then pulling up short on the next pass 
through the intersection. This can happen 
if too much focus is applied to the intersec-
tion. That seems strange, because if you 
are focusing on it shouldn't it be correct? 
Well, what I see too often is that the pilot 
will tighten the radius of the first loop three 
quarters of the way through, thus ensuring 
that the plane pulls up short of the first 

intersection. And as we know, even your 
elderly grandmother can see bottoms and 
intersections, as well as the judges. Pulling 
up short can occur on both the inside and 
outside portions of the eight. The solution 
is to practice making concentric loops of 
the same radius regardless of the wind. 
Then place them together in the form of 
the horizontal eight and the intersections 
will improve. As these maneuvers get 
more complex, there becomes more and 
more to focus on in the maneuver. There 
is the height of the maneuver, the shape, 
the intersections, the bottoms, and any 
deviations from these made by the wind. I 
still find it hard to manage all of these in 
the wind at the same time. This is where 
you are going to have to pick what your 
primary focus (or two) is (are) and let you 
many practice flights guide the remainder. 
Remember what grandma can see, and 
work on those. However, it is easier for the 
judges to see any of your deviations, but 
make it harder for them to deduct points by 
doing the “basics” well.

Horizontal Square Eight
This is one of the tougher maneuvers to do 
correctly in a strong wind. The same issues 
that apply to the round eights apply here, 
but the timing is even more affected. It 
takes even longer to fly the tops out to make 
the squares “square,” so that many pilots 
don't fly them out far enough, and then the 
intersections go to pot. The next issue then 
is that the bottom legs of the squares hap-
pens very fast, and after an extended time 
top leg, the bottom leg seems VERY fast. 
Most don't pull up into the vertical portion 
soon enough and this causes crisscrossing 
intersections. I also find that the bottom 
leg of the outside square portion is harder 
to get turned back up vertical in a timely 
manner, and surmise that it has something 
to do with the mechanics of my wrist and 
not having a strong enough muscle for that 
quick motion. Because of this I pay close 
attention to flying out far enough on the top 
of the outside square so that I can still meet 
the correct intersection in the middle. This 
is also applicable to the inside square por-
tion as well. It takes real focus to watch and 
make sure the tops go far enough out on 
both sides. However, I feel this is one of the 
real keys to getting this maneuver correct.

I also find that tighter corners gives me 
more time in the flats, and easier to keep 
the geometry correct. Just don't mess up 
one of those corners though. On the other 
hand, soft corners puts you constantly in a 
corner with very minimal flats in the 
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squares. If the judges are reading and using 
the rule book, this should score lower. 
Again, as in the round eights, there are 
many aspects of this maneuver to watch. 
I fly it by “eye” (not a timing maneuver) in 
the wind, and focus on the bottoms and 
intersections, for “grandma”! One problem 
in doing a series of tight corners is the 
possibility of pushing it too hard in on 
corner and having the plane roll (hinge) in 
one of the corners thus distorting the shape 
of it. This goes back to my general rule for 
competition flying: Know what the max 
corner for your plane is in those conditions, 
and then only fly to 90% of that corner. Yes, 
in perfect conditions, you can fly to 95% 
if you wish. This keeps the bounces from 
happening as well as the possibility of a 
hinge at an inopportune time. That said a 
series of nice corners in a square eight in 
the wind is impressive.

problem comes once you reach the top 
of the maneuver, and start heading back 
downhill. As you head up hill towards the 
top in the outside loop portion, you don't 
need much input to get the plane to turn. 
Once at the top, this all changes, and more 
input is needed to get the same effect. 
Here, the trim of your plane is critical to get 
a good score. If it's not correct, it will tend 
to “mush” and skid down towards the 45 
degree intersection and makes the transi-
tion hard. It becomes difficult to maintain 
shape of the round loop and find the 45 
degree intersection because of the chang-
ing forces on the plane. If more down input 
is not added soon enough, the outside loop 
will become egg shaped if the intersection 
is maintained. Likewise if the down input 
is not added soon enough and the shape 
is maintained, the intersection will drop 
below the set point. This is where many 
practice flights in the wind will shape how 

Hourglass
This can be one of the most difficult 
maneuvers to get correct in the wind, with 
respect to what it looks like in ideal air. 
There are several areas that cause issues. 
The first is the penetration the plane has as 
it is in the climb portion above 45 degrees. 
The line tension can become significantly 
reduced and make the second corner 
much harder to do than it has to be. As 
in previous areas, the trim of the plane is 
critical here, as correct trim will ease this 
issue. Once at the second corner, making 
the correct turn there sets up the rest of 
the maneuver. The critical point in this 
maneuver is the third corner. If your plane 
is not in good trim, it will not want to make 
this corner easily, and then terribly distort 
the remainder of the maneuver. The plane 
has to turn correctly here to maintain the 
correct geometry/angle of the down leg. 
The final corner, although being easier on 
the plane is tough on the pilot. As always, 
a plane in good trim can make a nice snap 
corner here giving the judges something 
good at the end of the maneuver to remember.

This maneuver should form a nice rectangle 
when looking from the pilots' position 
towards the maneuver. Imagine each 
corner of the hourglass in each corner of 
the rectangle. The point here is that it is a 
RECTANGLE, not a PARALLELOGRAM. 
I have seen (and done myself) many paral-
lelogram shaped hourglasses. It is very easy 
to do a nice parallelogram shaped hourglass 
in the wind due to the “help” from the 
wind. Be very careful to make a nice 120 
degree corner into the vertical leg. It is all 
too easy to not turn enough here and make 
it too vertical. If you do make this leg too 
vertical, make sure you make the down leg 
too vertical also, or you will have a badly 
distorted quadrilateral. Grandma can see 
this easily.

The key in this maneuver is the top leg of 
the maneuver. Make sure the second corner 
turns its 120 degrees, and makes the top 
path parallel to the bottom path, from the 
pilots' perspective. With these parallel, the 
third corner also needs to turn 120 degrees. 
However, the wind makes this much harder 
than any of the other corners. Correct tip 
weight is very critical here. Too much, and 
the plane will roll out and make the corner 
mush and skid and lose a lot of altitude 
before the corner is completed, destroying 
the overall geometry. Too little tip weight 
and the plane will tend to roll in, and in the 
wind this is near disaster. Correct trim is 
essential here.

”The most common problem I see is most 

pilots fly too long of an upper leg, making the 

third corner MUCH harder than it has to be...

The size of the maneuver is also dictates 
the speed at which things happen in this 
maneuver. A rule book sized square eight 
in the wind will happen VERY fast, and 
you are likely to fall behind and distort 
some aspect of the maneuver. As discussed 
earlier, you have to decide where to give a 
few points to salvage more in other areas. 
If you maintain the size and race through 
it, you are very likely to make mistakes that 
are EASY to see, and EASY to deduct points 
for. If you open up a touch, and maintain 
the shape and corners you are likely to score 
higher than maintaining the size. Myself, 
I tend to open up a touch in the wind to 
not make those mistakes that are so easy 
to see and loose points on. However, if you 
are really “on” and your plane is working 
perfectly, go for it and keep the size at 45 
degrees.

Vertical Eight
The vertical eight is another tough 
maneuver to get correct in the wind. The 

you approach this maneuver. The key to 
this maneuver is what you do just after you 
reach the top of the outside loop.

Further, another common mistake is “ling-
ering” at the intersection. This is another 
item that grandma can easily see, and a 
magnet for reduced scores. Planes out of 
trim will often times exhibit this problem. 
When in correct trim, a quick and easy 
transition between down and up control is 
possible, and makes the maneuver look so 
much more under control. The same goes 
for the transition from up control to down 
control going uphill. Don't linger there, or 
the maneuver will be become distorted. 
Excess tip weight is generally the culprit 
here, and easily makes this transition much 
harder than it has to be. If you watch care-
fully, you can see the change in roll “angle” 
the plane makes at the transition. This is 
another easy place to see excess tip weight. 
Use this fact in your trimming repertoire.
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It is appropriate to talk about size at this 
time. If the maneuver is too “far behind 
your head” (and we all know what that 
means, don't we) the second and third 
corners become very difficult to do as the 
wind is pushing the plane such that it 
will reduce the line tension in the corner. 
Putting the top of the maneuver too far in 
front of your head is MUCH easier on the 
plane, but is MUCH harder for the pilot 
to do and maintain shape because of how 
fast it can happen. After forty-five years of 
competition flying, and knowing better, I 
still find myself flying behind my head in 
the hourglass in the wind as I feel it gives 

it tight, but not too much. If it is pushed 
too hard, only bad things can happen here. 
Too soft will distort the shape making my 
rectangle image hard to achieve as with 
a bigger third cornet radius the down leg 
will have to be at a different angle than the 
up leg to meet the fourth corner of the rec-
tangle. My plan on the corners is to make 
the same LOOKING radius corners from 
my perspective as possible thus allowing a 
better shot at the “correct” geometry. For 
me, the tighter the corners in this maneu-
ver the better it maintains the correct 
geometry. However, you need to be in great 
trim to do this. If on softens up the corners 

be placed directly up wind so that there is 
no side component of the wind at the top of 
the hemisphere. Once at the top, the inside 
loop is started and it is carried around until 
the plane is headed directly into the wind 
at a 45 degree elevation. This is the pucker 
moment, not knowing how well the plane 
we drive into the wind and penetrate and 
maintain line tension, thus control. The 
same issue exists on the outside portion. If 
you are old, it is probable that you started 
the inside loop too soon, thus saving your 
back, or that was as far as you could bend. 
This is problematic, as it makes doing these 
loops much more difficult as it contributes 
to loose lines which destroy scores! It's 
not too much different than trying to do 
your horizontal eights directly upwind. 
Not likely to happen on a regular basis. To 
make things easier, go behind your head 
some before you start the loops. If you 
don't believe me, try it sometime. This can 
be a small compromise you make in your 
score to make sure you get through this 
maneuver as opposed to not completing it! 
However, this involves bending you back 
even farther than normal. You might go 
see the Chiropractor before your flight! 
This assumes that you do this maneuver 
in the “traditional” way, i.e. you face the 
wind and enter the eight and bend your 
back backwards and then twist upon exit. 
However, I have seen pilots who twist going 
in and face downwind. This way they don't 
have to bend their backs as far. You might 
give that process a try. Myself, I prefer to 
maintain my reference to vertical so that 
the intersection is overhead, and to have the 
difficult portion of the maneuver “in front” 
of me as opposed to even farther behind me 
as the alternate method does.

As has been discussed in previous trim 
articles, I find that the farther aft the 
leadouts exit the wingtip, the better the 
penetration is in this maneuver. Likewise, 
being light on tip weight becomes pro-
blematic in this maneuver in the wind. It 
would be nice to carry more tip weight for 
this maneuver, but you will have issues 
with the hourglass and square eight if you 
do. This becomes part of the art of trim, 
knowing just how much tip weight to carry 
for a specific condition. Sometimes, one 
just has to bite the bullet and speed the 
motor up to get through this maneuver, and 
live with the issues in the other maneuvers. 
Speaking of more power to get through the 
eight, the entry can save energy as well. In 
the strong wind I purposely do NOT make 
a tight corner entering the vertical climb. 
Instead, I do a very big radius corner so that 
it is one easy slow turn from level flight to 

me more time. I know better, but it still 
happens. This can be a hard habit to break. 
The only correct way to do this is to put the 
top directly above your head. This balances 
the forces on the plane and your “comfort” 
time in the maneuver.

The most common problem I see is most 
pilots fly too long of an upper leg, making 
the third corner MUCH harder than it has 
to be, and jeopardizing the geometry of the 
overall maneuver. I envision a rectangle 
when I do this maneuver and make a point 
to fly to the corners of the rectangle so that 
corners 1 and 3 are in a vertical line, as well 
as corners 2 and 4 are in a vertical line. 
When doing the third corner, I try to make 

too much, it ends up looking like a slightly 
distorted vertical eight. It's safe to do, but 
not high scoring.

Overhead Eight
The overhead eights can be very difficult 
to do in the wind. Penetration in the loops 
approaching the 45 degree mark is the 
issue for most. Once again, good trim on 
the plane is critical to get through this 
maneuver with a good score. Placement of 
this maneuver also contributes to the diffi-
culty. As we all get older, it becomes harder 
and harder to bend back far enough to do 
and see the maneuver correctly. It starts 
with the vertical climb to the top of the 
hemisphere. It is imperative that this climb 
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the 45 degree elevation point. This conser-
ves your planes momentum, and keeps the 
speed up going over the top, all providing 
more line tension and ability to start the 
maneuver under control. Another tip I have 
found is that many times I find it easier to 
do the maneuver doing loops smaller than 
45 degrees. It seems counter intuitive, but it 
does work most times.

Four Leaf Clover
The clover is “easy” relative to the previous 
two maneuvers. The hard part of the 
clover is the very start of the maneuver. 
At 42 degrees height, you start into the 
first inside loop. The problem is there is a 
significant tail wind at that point and if not 
in good trim the plane will not want to do 
this. Once again, there opposing require-
ments on the plane and this maneuver is no 
exception. If your plane balks at this entry, 
it's likely your leadouts are too far aft! This 
is in direct opposition to the overhead eight. 
This is where the “art” of trimming pays 
off in finding this happy medium. Once the 
leadouts are in the correct position entry 
even in a very strong wing is a non- issue. 
Focus on maintaining the entry height 
when completing the first inside loop and 
then proceed to the first outside loop. If 
you let the bottom of the first inside drop, 
the first outside will become “fun” as its 
size will be too small and require a tighter 

loop. Climb to the second outside and 
execute that turn. In reasonable trim this 
loop is not difficult, but once again be sure 
to not go below the 42 degree elevation. 
Then fly inverted to the last inside loop and 
then climb over the top. Don't get fancy 
on the exit, and once past the top of the 
hemisphere do a smooth and easy inside 
turn to level flight.

Landing
Finally, the landing is here. It's about time! 
Of course you have your tank (for the IC 
folks) set up to be able to do a loop kill. I 
always did a loop kill so that it would stop 
at the bottom of the loop and I would be 
facing about 45 degrees to the left of direct 
downwind. This would provide maximum 
speed to penetrate the wind at that point. I 
would have it tracking ever so slightly down 
into the wind so a gust wouldn't lift it and 
loose line tension. This gives speed to get 
through upwind and then bring it around 
to straight downwind for a touchdown. This 
can be accomplished with electric power as 
well with judicious time management or a 
TUT.

What you don't want is for the motor to 
shut off at about 45 degrees to the right of 
direct downwind. At that point you likely 
wouldn't have enough momentum to get 
through the wind, and you would be forced 

to land upwind, which only has downsides. 
Really, in no circumstances do you want 
to land anywhere near direct upwind. The 
slightest bounce can let the wind get under 
the wind and create a free flight model 
with it. Instead, make sure you land on 
the downwind side of the circle so you can 
control your plane.

Of course, you have you landing gear 
adjusted into the correct location for the 
surface conditions you are flying on. Before 
you fly in the wind, be sure to verify that 
you can land your plane at speed without 
any hint of it bouncing. If it wants to 
bounce, move the position of the wheels 
back, and retest. Make sure it is very 
controllable. Once in the correct location, 
you have the freedom to land the plane at 
just about any speed without the fear of 
bouncing. Thus when in the wind, you can 
land it in the downwind half and keep it 
on the ground once there. Then it is just a 
matter of slowing down and stopping. Be 
careful not to relax once on the ground and 
let the plane takeoff again. This could be a 
major problem!

Now that you are through, take your hat off 
and wipe the sweat away. You made it!

π
Paul Walker

Erling Linne’s 

Attraction

Vid den senare hälften av 1980-talet byggde 
Erling Linne denna otroligt vackra modell 
som han döpte till Attraction. Modellen var 
i grunden en Rouge av Bill Simons. Erling 
gjorde dock ganska stora utseendemässiga 
förändringar och förlängde nospartiet. Kär-
ran var försedd med en ST 60 som bantats 
28g genom bortslipning av material på 
motorns utsida. Erling flög med sin Attraction 
vid bl a EM i Three Sister, England 1989 där 
den väckte en hel del beundran.

Attraction

Motor: ST60

Spännvidd: 1615 mm

Finish: SIG Dope

Vikt: strax över 1800 g
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P51 B Mustang
Ove Anderssons 
stuntbygge i semiskala:

Nu är min P51B Mustang i det närmaste 
färdig. Det återstår bara att fixa några  
små detaljer innan kärran kan prov- 

flygas. Mitt mål var att efterlikna svenska  
flygvapnets J26 nummer 26001 Vit David,  
som var stationerad på F16 Uppsala.  
Den stora utmaningen med bygget har varit  
den V-formade och avsmalnande vingen  
vilket krävde en hel del tankeversamhet att  
få till. All lack på modellen är butyrate dope.  
SIG Lite cote som grundlack och klisterlack i sam-
band med klädseln. Clear dope användes även som 
spännlack. Vingen är klädd med Silkspan medium. 
Övriga balsaytor fick lätt Silkspan. Färgerna som 
användes är alla av typen Butyrate dope. Silverfär-
gen kommer från SIG, den gula och blå färgen som 
användes till kronmärkena är från Randolph. Det 
har fungerat utan problem att blanda fabrikaten. 
Kronmärkena skar jag ut från pappmallar och dessa 
användes sedan för att skära ut maskeringstejpen 
till rätt form. I samband med ytbehandlingen upp-
täckte jag att modellen tyvärr började bli tung. För 
att spara vikt valde jag därför att endast spreja några 
få lager klarlack vilket så klart begränsar möjligheten 
att få en blank och fin yta. Mustangens vikt hamnade 
på 1900 g vilket blev för tungt. För att kunna göra 
skarpa hörn borde den ha vägt under 1700 g. 
Provflygningen och intrimning får utvisa modellens 
möjligheter så småningom.

π
Ove Andersson

Super Tigre 46:an är på plats! Ove är i det närmaste  
klar med sitt semiskalaprojekt. Spännvidd 1440 mm,  
kroppen med spinner 1070 mm.
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Building 
tip:

Concerning the “Drag Plates,” or 
"Turbulence Inducing Plates” (TIP), 
as I’m now inclined to call them. 

I am really not the guy to write coherently 
about them. I saw them on Paul Walker’s 
model and on Dennis Nunes’ model at 
the Nats this year. I came home and just 
guessed at what might work and made a set 
in about ten minutes. I taped them on and 
went flying.  
To say that they improved the performance 
of my Crossfire would be a monumental 
understatement. The model instantly 
grooved better, turned better, and especially 
“locked” better after each turn in a square 
or triangle shaped maneuver. As to “why” 
all this got better I cannot tell you. My ini-
tial reaction and thought was that the drag 
they induced just acted like the fletching 
on an arrow and stabilized the mass that 
was in front of them. But, that would not 
account for the improved turn quality they 
provided. My friend, Dean Pappas sug-
gested that they induced a lot of turbulence 
and that made the air stick to the elevators 
longer and made them more effective. That 
seems to make the most sense, as a lot of 
flight quality improvements have been 
noted lately by those who have added vortex 
generators and/or “trip tape” to the wings 
of their models. It seems that turbulence - 
when created or induced at certain point on 
the model  –, is a good thing.  
Of course all this is in it’s infancy. Lots 
and lots of experiments will be needed 
to prove what configuration (size, length, 
shape, etc.) of these plates will prove too be 
optimal. And… Each airplane configuration 
may need a different type of plate addition 
to work properly. Only time and experimen-
tation can move us closer to understanding 

what they do, and what configuration is 
best. Unfortunately that “time” issue is elu-
sive for all of us; especially for those of us 
who are getting older… In closing on this 
subject for now, I can tell you this much. 
If anyone tries to remove those plates from 
my Crossfire, I’ll break their arms!

As a brief aside, I’m kicking myself for not 
trying these plates several years ago. I was 
watching videos on YouTube of the Indoor 
RC Pattern Championships, and noted that 
there were drag plates and all sorts of little 
vanes all over the planes that flew there. 
The thought to try these devices as in my 
mind at that point, but, alas, I got lazy and 
didn’t follow through. Not sure who does 
get the credit for being the very first to try 
these plates on a CL Stunt model, but it 
sure as heck wasn’t me… Darn! 

π
Bob Hunt

Turbulence 
Inducing Plates

After seeing a few models at the recent US Nats that were fitted with plates on the aft end of the 
elevators, Bob decided to give them a try. His experiments began with the plates depicted here 
that were quickly made from 1/64-inch plywood and a 1/8-inch balsa strips.

Bob attached the plates to the elevators on his 
Crossfire model with thin tape. He kiddingly said 
that if anyone ever tried to remove them, he'd 
break their arms! They must really work… More 
experimentation with size and configuration is 
needed according to Bob.
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När det är busväder ute eller man 
är förkyld är det gôtt att hålla sig 
inomhus. Att göra nya linor eller 

kolla gamla linor vars längdmärkning 
saknas är ju något tråkigt men som med 
denna busenkla grunka kan göras i ett 
relativt litet rum. År 2008 gjorde jag denna 
som består av en stabil spånskiva och en 
kabelbobin** med stort ”nav”. Bobinen 
delas noggrant i två halvor, och ena gaveln 
förses med hål för att fästa i skivan, och 
den andra gaveln kan klippas ner till 
kanske bara 10mm för att det ska bli lättare 
att lägga runt vajrarna. 
Skivans mått här är 990 mm lång och 
255 mm bred. Plastbobinens ”nav” är 
147 mm i diameter vilket betyder att ett 
varv runt navet är 462 mm. 
Bild 1 visar den färdiga brädan. Jag har 
valt att låta ett varv runt bobinhalvorna 
bli 2 meter. Vilket avstånd bobinerna ska 
sitta från varandra kan räknas ut. Det går 
alltså i detta fallet 462 mm i ”böjarna”. Om 
totalomkretsen ska bli 2000 mm så bör de 
två halvorna dras isär 2000 – 462 vilket 
blir 1538 mm vilket ska delas med 2. Då blir 
avståndet 769 mm. Jag mäter till 768 mm 
på min grunka och detta låter rimligt då 
jag har kalibrerat innan andra bobinhalvan 
skruvades fast.
Det går givetvis att med en vajer som har 
en bockning i var ände med exakt 2m längd 

kalibrera denna grunka så att varvlängden 
blir exakt rätt. Detta görs efter att ena 
bobinhalvan skruvats fast och den andra 
halvan bara har fästs med en skruv. Då kan 
man skeva bobinhalvan och justera mycket 
exakt.
Jag har markerat mitten och därifrån 
markerat varje 100mm åt vardera hål-
let. Markerad är även den linje som den 
sträckta linan kommer att sammanfalla 
med. Lagom stora hål är borrade vid varje 
markering, men observera att mittmarke-
ringen är litet inflyttad för att inte störa de 
nästkommande linvarven.
Bild 2 fäste för linorna är en spik som går 
rätt trögt i borrhålet.
Då är det bara att fästa grunkan med två 
tvingar på ett bord, göra linöglorna i linor-
nas ytterändor och sätta igång. Eftersom 
det är 600 mm mellan de yttersta extrahå-
len gäller det att tänka litet. Om längden 
17,50 m önskas så kommer slutet att hamna 
precis i mitten av ena bobinen, då får man 
börja i ett annat hål.
Bild 3 eventuellt syns det på fotot att ett 
linpar inte ligger i ”slätvarv” utan ligger 
snett över tidigare varv. Gör man så här 
så blir linorna längre. Det är alltså viktigt 
att linorna ligger snyggt och parallellt på 
bobinhalvorna.

π
Ingvar Nilsson, Kungsbacka MFK

Simpel 
linlängds-
mätare 
för den som kan räkna*

Fotnot
*Min första Weathermantävling i Karlskoga 

så tyckte jag att linorna till modellen bredvid 

min hade väldigt korta linor… Det visade sig 

att jag hade exakt 2 m för långa linor… gissa 

varför...

 **Har man ingen gammal kabelbobin så kan 

man säkert ta en ändpropp till avloppsledning 

av plast. Vill man inte dela den å tar man 2 

st, men detta blir ju dyrare. Avloppsrör finns i 

diameter 110, 160 och 200 mm i bygghandeln.

2

1

3

Bygg-
tips:
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Jag har alltid tyckt att konstruerandet av 
motorkåpan är en av de roligaste delarna 

av bygget på en ny stuntmodell. En utma-
ning har tidigare varit att få en välfung-
erande fastsättning och samtidigt en fin 
skarv mellan kroppen och kåpan.  
På mina två senaste modeller har jag 
äntligen hittat ett enkelt sätt att lösa detta 
problem. Tricket är att bygga själva fästet 
först för att sedan bygga upp kåpan steg för 
steg samtidigt som kåpan sitter fastskruvad.

Hjulkåpor tycker jag är en detalj 
som förhöjer intrycket av en 
modell ganska mycket. Det finns 

säkert en viss aerodynamisk fördel också 
som motiverar att använda dem. Genom 
åren har jag nyttjat några olika tekniker för 

Fäste till motorkåpan

Jag börjar med att tillverka de fyra 
"fästtapparna", borrar hål- och fäster dem 
med i mitt fall 2-56-skruv i nosen på kroppen. 
Vid det andra steget limmas kåpans sidor mot 
"fästtapparna". Vid det sista steget limmas 
klossar och flak av lämplig dimension mellan 
kåpans sidor. Dessa väljs så att det finns 
tillräckligt med material när kåpan slipas 
till önskad form. Genom att låta kåpan sitta 
fastskruvad vid ihoplimningen så blir det 
väldigt enkelt att få ett bra slutresultat.      π

Niklas Löfroth 

att fästa kåporna mot landningsstället men 
den jag funnit fungera bäst finns beskriven 
i Lina nr 2/2006. Mina senaste modeller 
med hjulkåpor har alla haft kroppsställ av 
dural eller kolfiber vilket har fördelen att 
man har mycket yta att fästa kåporna mot 

Montering av hjulkåpor

Bygg-
tips:

Bygg-
tips:

Hjulkåporna är utformade så att de får neutral vinkel då de 
ställs på ett plant underlag. Detta förenklade arbetet vid 
monteringen mot landställsbenen.

Jag provade mig fram till rätt höjd 
av stället genom att palla upp det 
med sådant jag hade i byggrummet.

Fästtapparna tillverkas av 3 mm liteply. 
Skruvhålen "fodrades" med aluminiumrör 
vilket gör dom mer slitstarka.

Kåpans sidor limmas mot de fastskruvade 
fästtapparna. Lite plastfolie skyddar bra mot 
lim som vill hamna på fel ställe.

I det sista steget innan slipning limmas flak 
och klossar av lämplig dimension mellan 
kåpans sidor.

Slutresultatet blir en kåpa som 
passar bra mot modellen utan 
kärvande skruv och stora glipor.

jämfört med landningsställ av pianotråd. 
Det är viktigt att kåporna monteras rakt 
och med samma vinkel för att inte påverka 
modellens trim. Då hjulkåporna ofta är 
strömlinjeformade och runda finns inte 
alltid en tydlig referenspunkt att mätta mot 
vilket kan göra det lite knepigt att få det 
rätt. Jag hade just det problemet vid mitt 
senaste Thunder Gazer bygge och fann på 
en lösning som gjorde det lite enklare.
Jag hade fått tag på lätta kolfiberkåpor från 
RS Ralph Schweizer. Jag lade märke till att 
de var plana undertill och gick att ställa på 
byggbordet med "neutral anfallsvinkel".
Genom att placera stället på rätt höjd i 
förhållande till kåporna med "fästplattan" 
parallellt över bordet så kunde fästhållen 
på kåporna enkelt markeras genom de 
förborrade hålen i landningsstället.
Bilderna ovan borde göra tillvägagångs-
sättet lite begripligare. Alla hjulkåpor 
kanske inte är utformade så att den här 
byggtekniken är applicerbar men i de fall 
det går kan den vara en bra hjälp.

π
Niklas Löfroth
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Grundtrim av 
utledarepositionen

En modern stuntkärra har normalt 
justerbara utledare. Det finns lite 
olika sätt att före första flygning 

justera utledarna. Jag brukade justera 
utledarna ca 1,5–2 cm bakom tyngd-
punkten, för att sen finjustera efter/före 
flygningarna. Nu är ju utledarna bara en 
parameter för optimalt trim på kärran, men 
ett grundtrim måste man ha. Läste nyligen 
någonstans att ett bra och lagom grundtrim 
är 1-1,5 grader. Hur mäter man upp utledar-
vinkeln? Jag hängde upp kärran i utledarna 
i taket i mitt hobbyrum. Med en korslaser 
kunde jag då se vilken vinkel kärran hade. 
Sen är det bara att mäta vinkeln och justera 
utledarna. Justera in den vertikala laserlinjen 
så att den korsar flapsens gångjärnslinje. 

Med lite enkel trigonometri kan man sedan 
beräkna och ställa in önskad vinkel, α.
”a” = avståndet mellan laserlinjen (b) och 
flapsens gångjärnslinje (c). 
Tänk triangeln i fig 1. roterad 90 grader 
medurs och därefter vänd horisontellt då 
fås resultatet enligt fig. 2.
tan α = a/b     ⇒     a = tan α * b
tan 1 = 0,017455...
tan 1,5 = 0,026186...
Med ”b” = 1130 mm (som i exemplet här) 
blir ”a” = 20–30 mm (från där lasern
korsar gångjärnslinjen).
Ju längre ”b” är desto mindre blir mätfelen.
Beräkningarna görs enkelt på en modern 
mobiltelefon.

π
Staffan Ekström

Modellen hängs upp i utledarna i en krok i taket.

Med hjälp av en kalkylator och ett par mätvärden kan man räkna fram 
utledarvinkeln. Ett bra utgångsläge är 1–1,5 grader.

Med hjälp av en korslaser kan man enkelt ta reda på utledarvinkeln.

Fig 2.

Fig 1.

Trim-
tips:
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I 
learned to fly the stunt pattern in the 
early ‘70’s as a young lad with my first 
“big” airplane, a Magician with a Fox 
35. I built several other stunt aircraft 

during my early years in the hobby, but I 
didn’t really focus on flying stunt seriously 
until many years later. 
I have used and tried many different 
IC power set-ups for control line stunt. 
Most have worked very well and I did not 
understand why anyone would want to try 
electric power. That is until I saw a truly 
capable electric power system work. I was 
very impressed with the electric setups of 
Chris Cox, Al Resinger, Paul Walker and 
others, in particular the repeatability and 
predictability of the power system and the 
ability to tailor the power delivery for the 
conditions.
I had to try electric for myself. 
I took the plunge and went “all in” with a 
top shelf electric power set-up and installed 
it into a well used Geo-XL. Although 
quite heavy, I was very happy with the 
performance of the Geo. I did not need 
convincing after that. Electric power, for 
me, was here to stay. 
D’Arcside is the latest design in my own 
evolution and development in control line 
stunt.

D’Arcside By Ken Bird

My experience with the Geo-XL encouraged 
me to design a dedicated electric-powered 
stunter and D’Arcside is the result. I am 
very happy with the look of the aircraft and 
its traditional lines. Although I originally 
set out to design this aircraft using a 
previous design of mine as a starting point, 
it evolved into a very different looking 
aircraft. In fact, as I incorporated various 
elements, both aesthetic and functional, 
into the design, there was no part or design 
feature of the original that ended up being 
used. 
D’Arcside features the basic control line 
stunter “must haves” in the design. These 
include:

• Stiff and straight structure that is as 
light as practicable; 
• Smooth control system free of 
unnecessary friction with control input 
and output symmetry; 
• Good reliable power delivery; and
• The standard suite of trim features.  
Based on my experience with the Geo, I 
made sure to incorporate the following 
elements into the design:
• Quick access to the battery 
compartment with straightforward battery 
mounting;

• A longer nose forward of the wing 
to provide a more forward CG with the 
electric power (with room to adjust the 
position of the battery without the need to 
add ballast); and
• Easy switch and arming plug access. 

My goal was to make a model that used 
traditional construction methodology with 
a reasonable weight that was stiff and 
torsionally rigid, specifically with respect 
to the wing, flaps, fuselage, and horizontal 
stabilizer. This meant shear webbing the 
main spar and the trailing edge of the wing 
so that when it was covered, I had a sound, 
three-cell wing box arrangement. The flaps 
were made from the straightest and most 
firm balsa I had, but it was not the lightest 
by any stretch! To get the fuselage more 
torsionally rigid, I designed it to be wider 
than a conventional fuselage throughout 
and also trussed or shear webbed the top 
and bottom of the fuselage box from just 
forward of the wing hinge line to past the 
horizontal stabilizer. This certainly cost in 
terms of weight, and my approach arguably 
may have been a bit overboard, but I am 
quite happy with the result. The stabilizer 
is a flat built-up unit with some 0.007” 
unidirectional carbon top and bottom 
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at the spar underneath the sheeting. It 
also incorporates a very sharp leading 
edge. I made this by laminating a carbon 
strip between two pieces of 3/16” balsa, 
ensuring that the narrow carbon strip is 
on the leading edge. Once the stab was 
fully assembled and glued, I then profiled 
and sharpened the leading edge using the 
carbon as a guide. The carbon fibre also 
provides a leading edge reinforcement that 
withstands dings. 

The molded balsa fuselage upper and lower 
shells are lightweight and relatively easy 
to do. If you are unfamiliar, the method 
provides excellent results without the need 
to carve up an all too scarce balsa block. 
The technique involves making a mold 
buck with high density foam on a solid 
base that incorporates slots for the balsa 
formers. The formers are profiled to the 
exact contour of the inside profile of your 
shells using the foam buck as a guide. 

Building a straight and accurately aligned 
model is vital for F2B success. Any time 
invested here is rewarded in a superior 
performing airplane. Proper fixturing and 
with a dead flat rigid table of sufficient size 
to build and perform the final assembly 
are vital. For me, Paul Walker’s method 
of fixturing and assembly alignment 
identified in his Impact article is a must 
read.    

The conventional control system was built 
by me and has the requisite adjustments 
(lead outs, elevator/flap ratio, pushrod 
length). The geometry for the bellcrank 
and horns are specific to this design. The 
geometry is such that symmetric and linear 
flap/elevator control deflection results from 
the symmetric handle inputs. Alternatives 
exist for different control systems, such as 
Igor Burger’s non-linear system, but I have 
not experimented with any of them. Igor’s 
in particular intrigues me, so perhaps I 
will experiment with his arrangement in 
a future model. The important thing here, 
however, is an absolute necessity to have 
a control system that is completely free of 
any drag or binding. Ball links, if used, can 
be particularly troublesome. Paul Walker 
published an article regarding the modi-
fication of ball links that I think everyone 
considering their use in controls should do. 

In terms of finishing, I wanted a basic 
dope finish that was easy and less time 
consuming (read: less masking) to apply. 
I used Polyspan and 0.2 oz Carbon veil 

Preparing D’Arcside for its maiden flight. I’m shown here connecting the lines in this highly 
anticipated activity every stunt flyer experiences.

Easy access to the power switch. The light weight carbon fibre propeller and spinner provide for 
quick motor response when the Igor Burger ESC/timer system commands it.  

Straightforward paint scheme looks great on the ground and in the air. Traditional dope finish 
with automotive two-part clear top coat. 
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to cover the airplane. There are many 
methods that can be used to finish an 
airplane. Keeping it simple also helps to 
keep it light.      

D’Arcside features a Plettenberg 15-22 
motor swinging an Igor Burger 12 x 5 
3-blade narrow prop and also utilizes his 
ESC and Timer. Igor’s system is a fantastic 
power control package well worth the 
investment to set up and learn.   
I found the flight characteristics to be 
exactly as I had hoped for, and I could not 
be happier with the way that D’Arcside 
performs. It tracks beautifully. I attribute 
the positive flight qualities to the power 
set-up that has married up well with the 
rigid and straight airframe. It provides a 
very predictable response to my control 
inputs of D’Arcside. I think it looks great on 
the ground and in the air. I look forward to 
every opportunity I get to fly it.  

π
Ken Bird

krbird1@gmail.com 

Key D’Arcside features:

• Built up Cox/Resinger Hell Bear wing  
 planform - 685 sq. in. with flaps and  
 tips

• Sharp LE flat stab/elevator –  
 170.75 sq.in

• Full span flaps with a flat profile

• Custom geometry flap and elevator  
 horn (slider)

•  Custom designed and built Brett  
 Buck style bellcrank “Brettcrank”

•  Wide 3-cell fuselage for better  
 torsional resistance

• 2-degree motor offset

• Plettenberg 15-22 motor

• Igor Burger Timer with Jetti 66 ESC

• Thunder Power 2800mAh 6S 22.2V  
 25C LiPo

• Igor 12 x 5 3-blade Narrow Prop

• Adjustable tip weight, leadouts,  
 elevator horn, pushrod and rudder

• All up finished weight – flying trim -  
 66 oz / 1870g  

Rigid foam bucks shown for forming balsa 
leading edge skins (L) as well as for bottom 
and top fuselage shells (R). 

Accurate fixture ensures a straight wing.

Horizontal stabilizer at initial construction stage prior to closing with the top skin. The 0.007” 
thick unidirectional carbon will be covered by the 1/16” balsa sheet skin.

Close up of the motor mount firewall and bat-
tery rail crutch assembly.

Shear web and truss bracing shown on lower 
fuselage face provides for a torsionally rigid 
structure. Formed balsa shell with formers 
shown prior to gluing into place.
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Ready for another flight. D’Arcside is right at home on the grass at the Alberta Control Line Flying Club flying site. 

Assembly alignment fixture shown ensures exact alignment. Upper fuselage truss bracing and shear web similar to lower face.
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Plans can be ordered through Ken Bird at his email krbird1@gmail.com. Price is $15 USD per copy plus postage (folded).  
Rolled plans delivery available at higher cost for shipping tube and postage.
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Ball Breaker 1.0 blev kortlivad. Ett 
kort ögonblick av distraktion och en 
cirkel med uppförslut slutade med 

markkontakt. Båda vinghalvorna av vid
landställsinfästningarna. Nu hade vingen 
(och hela kärran) ingen förstärkande
klädsel, utan var bara primade med epoxi 
direkt på balsan och därefter filler
(Hagmans Stålplast). Detta kanske förkla-
rar varför vinghalvorna gick av. I övrigt
var kärran intakt. Det tråkiga var att den 
kändes bra flygmässigt. Första tanken var
att skrota hela kärran och satsa på en ny. 
Efterhand växte tanken fram att en ny

vinge ändå skulle bespara en hel del tid. 
Hade en lost-foam jigg liggande för
Impact, som jag använt till min Polecat 
(LINA 2015-1). Polecatvingen är byggd
”öppen”, 2 mm balsaplankning och klädd 
med polyspan. Nu blev det istället 1,5 mm 
heltäckande plankning. Tror skillnaden blir 
minimal om man tänker sig en blänkande 
dope-finish som slutresultat. Kanske blir 
det lättare om man väljer plastklädsel. På 
SLIS forum finns en del bilder och detaljer 
från bygget.  
Återigen blev det epoxi direkt på balsan, 
men vis av erfarenheten från den ödesdigra 

markkänningen, la jag glasfiberväv  
(25 g/m2) från vingens centrum och ut över 
landställsinfästningarna, avslutat i en ”S”-
kurva från framkanten till bakkanten för 
att undvika brottanvisning.
Vingtipparna från 1.0 gick att återanvända.
För inlimning av vingen i kroppen krävdes 
någon form av jigg. Köpte aluminiumpro-
filer på Bauhaus. Jag använde en längs 
kroppen och 4 st parallellt med vingen.
Jag kunde sedan fixera kroppen så att 
motor och stabbe kom i rätt linje, parallellt
med den längsgående aluminiumprofilen. 
Den gamla vingen togs bort och öppningar 

Ball Breaker 1.1

Nya vingen limmas på plats 
med epoxi utblandad med 
microballonger.

De gamla vingtipparna gick att 
återanvända. Den nya vingen 
klar för limning vägde 384g 
(inkl epoxi och glasfiberväv).

För inlimning av vingen i kroppen  
krävdes någon form av jigg.  
Lösningen blev att köpa aluminium-
profiler på Bauhaus.
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i kroppssidorna justerades så att den nya 
vingen kunde skjutas in. I ena sidan kräv-
des en lite större öppning för att horn och 
stötstång skulle komma in.
Med kroppen i position kunde vingen juste-
ras in till samma linje som motor och
stabbe. Med hjälp av en korslaser kunde 
slutjustering göras innan vingen punkt- 
limmades med en blandning av epoxi och 
microballonger. Därefter fylldes gapen 
mellan vinge och kropp med samma 
blandning. Förstärkningar gjordes på 
kroppens insida där det blivit försvagningar 
efter håltagning för att få vingen på plats. 

Alternativet till att skjuta in vingen från 
sidan hade varit att öppna upp kroppen 
underifrån, som man traditionellt gör när 
man limmar in vingar. Bedömde dock det 
som ett sämre alternativ, när jag inte kunde 
lägga kroppen upp och ner.
Eftersom vingen är primad med epoxi och 
kärran i övrigt är bränsle-/väderskyddad
kunde provflygning göras innan slutfinish 
av vingen. Har ännu inte bestämt om det
blir dopefinish eller plastklädsel.
Ny flapsdesign har det också blivit. Istället 
för helt platta flaps har sista 1,5 cm bakkan-
ten spetsats av och fått en 0,4 mm plywood-

inlägg. Gillar utseendet bättre jämfört med 
de platta. Avrundade sägs ju vara dåligt. 
Viktmässigt ligger 1.1 bra till – 
 1665 g är helt ok. Nu tillkommer det ju 
lite för vingens finish, men det ska inte bli 
mycket över 1700 g.

π
Staffan Ekström

Ny flapsdesign.

Den gamla vingen borttagen.

Ett kort ögonblick av distraktion och 
en cirkel med uppförslut slutade med 
markkontakt. Båda vinghalvorna av 
vid landställsinfästningarna.

Med hjälp av en korslaser kunde slut-
justering göras innan vingen punkt- 
limmades med en blandning av epoxi 
och microballonger. 

Modellen kunde provflygas innan 
slutfinish tack vare underbehandlingen 
med epoxi av den nya vingen.
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CLCR 2021
Control Line Circus Ronneburg

Yet another contest report. Whenever 
I come across a contest report in a 
modeling magazine I usually skip 

to the end and read the results list. Because 
most reports unfortunately read like this:

• Weather, good.
• Catering, good.
• Grass nicely cut.
• Lots of good flying.
• Judging, let’s not talk about it.

Nevertheless I want to try my hand on 
a contest report myself. Mainly because 
this contest was something special, quite 
different from all other contests in which I 
participated before.
I’m talking about the first edition of the 
Control Line Circus Ronneburg.
Ronneburg is a small town near Frank-
furt in the center of Germany and the 
contest was hosted on the 31st of July and 
1st of August by the local RC flying club, 
the MBC Hanau-Ronneburg and their 

president, well known F2B Pilot Dietmar 
Morbitzer. What made this contest so 
different is, the focus of the organizers, of 
which I had the honor being one, was on 
promoting our hobby by getting new pilots 
involved. Usually contests here in Germany 
focus on the FAI categories. Beginner 
classes are often neglected. We wanted to 
do things different, so we focused on the 
beginner classes and advertised this event 
accordingly. In Germany we have two long 
established beginner categories for control 
line stunt:

• F2B-A for the very beginner.
• F2B-B for intermediate pilots.

Both classes were offered in Ronneburg.
Also, we wanted to offer a practice and 
training facility for all pilots, so an extra 
circle was dedicated specifically to this 
purpose.
On top of all this, the contest also included 
another category: BCD Basic Carrier Deck. A broad spectrum of models made this a well-

rounded event. Trainer models, Carrier and 
Stunt models.

Christoph Holtermann 
came with a  
beautiful rendition of 
the Palatin by C.Maikis. 
The model is powered by 
a SuperTigre G51.
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David Woudsma with his model for F2B-C. This 
was his first contest ever! It is never too late 
to start something new. David is of Canadian 
origin and lives in the south of Germany.

Klaus Selic flying his Axioma electric plane through an inverted manoeuvre. The Axioma plane with electric 

power is a great performer.

A Carrier plane at take-off. This is an exciting event that attracted many spectators. If you ever 
have a chance, give it a go and try it out yourself!!

Good food equals good mood. This event 

was a huge success. There was always time 

for chatting and conversations that started 

many new friendships.
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RESULTS – CLCR, Control Line Circus Ronneburg
July 31 – August 1, 2021

F2B:
Place & Name Country 1. Flight 2. Flight 3. Flight Total
1 Frank Wadle D 951.10 1055.76 1054.20 2109.96

2 Christoph Holtermann D 975.26 1028.36 1060.96 2089.32

3 David Liber B 994.43 1024.96 1054.46 2079.42

4 Erik Jannsen NL 1006.56 989.46 1010.10 2016.66

5 Marc Lavalette F 1009.60 966.86 992.93 2002.53

6 Dietmar Morbitzer D 907.80 909.00 921.80 1830.80

7 Gunter Wagner D 827.00 989.96 864.83 1763.79

8 Frank Kukelkorn D 763.20 840.40 858.36 1698.76

9 Jan Odeyn B 767.63 864.73 814.90 1679.63

10 Benedikt Wibmer D 693.93 841.03 827.36 1668.39

11 Klaus Selic D 584.26 743.93 791.36 1552.56

12 Robert Schulze D 508.60 690.36 662.20 1352.56

F2B-B:
Place & Name Country 1. Flight 2. Flight 3. Flight Total
1 Martin Kühschelm D 662 676 655 1338

2 Andreas Krause D 599.5 664 643 1307

3 Andreas v. Deimling * D 602 568 629 1231

* First contest of his career

F2B-C
Place& Name Country 1. Flight 2. Flight 3. Flight Total
1 Sergej Busin * D 663 713 651 1376

2 Michael Kaul * D 498 704 594 1298

3 Michael Kühne * D 480 597 612 1209

4 David Woudsma * D 598 564 576 1174

* First contest of his career

BCD
Place & Name Country Points
1 Henk de Jong NL 274

2 Jan Odeyn NL 271.7

3 Klaus Selic D 257.6

4 Robert Schulze D 221.5

5 Franz Weigl D 202.9

6 Uwe Kehnen D 175.1

7 Dietmar Morbitzer D 69.5

Huge fun for participants and spectators! The pilots are flying 
semi scale navy carrier airplanes with 3Line control for a throttle, 
taking off of a simulated aircraft carrier. Then they have to fly 7 
laps as fast as possible, then 7 as slow as possible. This is followed 
by landing on the carrier deck again.
In the end, a total of 26 Pilots from 4 countries showed up, 
making this contest a huge success. 12 in F2B, 3 in F2B-B, 4 in 
F2B-A and 7 in BCD.
We are particularly happy that 5 of the pilots were total newco-
mers to the contest world. For those, and of course all others who 
were interested, we held a detailed briefing before their first contest 
flight. The idea was to make them familiar with the contest 
procedure. This was the first time they flew in front of a jury, so 
focus was also on the flight schedule and how to present it well 
for the judges.

The extra circle for practice flights was busy all weekend. The 
beginners in particular, were putting in one flight after the other. 
It’s difficult to put in words how wonderful this is to behold. 
When was the last time you saw 5 total newcomers to control line 
stunt at a contest, all of them practicing hard, with advice from 
the expert F2B pilots, and all of them improving with every flight 
they make? This was really wonderful!
This is what makes me believe that Control line flying has a 
future, that even in these troubled times where everything is 
computerized and online, a hobby like ours still appeals to people 
of all ages. It was also very inspiring to see the new pilots helping 
each other. They weren’t grim competitors; they became friends 
and realized the true enemy of each stunt pilot is oneself. The 
best help one gets is from fellow stunt pilots.

Oh, before I forget, we also flew a F2B contest…
You know, the usual thing. 12 Pilots from Germany, Belgium, 
Netherlands, and France came to compete. The weather was 
good. A little windy at times. The catering was excellent. The 
flying site was perfectly prepared, with nicely trimmed and 
smooth grass. The flying itself was of high standard, and so was 
the judging. 
And now, for those who like to skip the report, the result list:

Next year this contest will go into its second edition. I hope we can 
make this a growing event and that we will see many new faces. 
Come join us!! Ronneburg is only a few kilometers away from the 
Frankfurt Airport, making it perfect for international visitors.   π

Frank Wadle
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The F2BVideo software is a very valuable tool 
for the serious Stunt pilot.

Not alot to complain about here... ;-)
Most of us will find lots of visible information 
where we need to improve our pattern.

VideoF2B is the result of a quick test  
of a simple idea to track our models 
in a still camera video. The idea of 

tracking the model position had been in my  
head for years, but I had not found an affordable 
way to make it work. After an initial search, 
the inspiration came from an article in the 
blog https://www.pyimagesearch.com/ by 
Adrian Rosebrock. In his example, the code 
followed a moving object over a still image 
background. I quickly realized that this could 
be useful for our application and made a 
modified code to test it with a downloaded 
video. After only a few hours I had a working 
prototype of the application that successfully 
tracked the model in the video.  
This happened days before the 2018 F2 world 
championships in Landres, France.
That basic code has barely changed over 
time, and it is still the core for the model 
detection. Some changes were made to 
improve compatibility and useability, but the 
next big leap forward was the 0.4 release. 
For this version I realized that knowing the 
geometrical properties of the camera, and 
the fact that many flying sites have height 
markers of similar configuration, I could calc-
ulate the camera position relative to the circle. 
This version took weeks of work, but, using 
all this information, accurate references can 
be drawn in the image to improve the results.

That version is the last publicly available 
version in the blog (http://videof2b.blogspot.
com/) and the last stable one, although there 
is some further work in progress to draw the 
ideal maneuvers and even get the 3d trajec-
tory. The code needed to get that 3d trajectory 
was a collaboration from Andrey Vasilik, and 
it is still a work in progress, the source code 
is available in github (https://github.com/
alsolera/VideoF2B). It works by projecting the 
detected vector from the  
camera to the model back into the hemisphere, 
and needs a wide angle lens in a specific 
location.
According tho the feedback received ans the 
statistics from the blog, the software has been 
embraced by a lots of pilots from all over the 
world. The blog has over 10 thousand visits 
and still receives about 200 visits per month. 
Given our relatively small community I can 
only be happy to see so many people using 
this system.
For the future, I still have some ideas, but the 
next step would require a lot of time that I 
currently don't have. The source code is avai-
lable to anyone willing to continue the work 
as Andrey did. To finish, I would like to say a 
big thank you to those that have collaborated 
in one way or another with this project.

π
Alberto Solera

F2B Video has become a very popular soft-
ware. The blog still gets hundreds ov visits 
each month from all over the world.

  Link to the blog of Alberto Solera:
  http://videof2b.blogspot.com

Draw F2B maneuvers in video
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Hur rengör  
du modellen?
Det är hyfsat många som fortfarande 
använder förbränningsmotor i sina 
modeller och har omaket att klibbig 
olja behöver torkas av efter flygning.
Även dom som har en bakblåsmotor 
försedd med dämpare eller pipa behö-
ver torka bort olja från modellen efter 
några flygpass om än inte lika mycket. 
Jag har under många år använt och 
provat olika flytande rengöringsmedel 
som sprejats på modellen så som; 
Prefect, Yes diskmedel, spolarvätska o s v. 
 Det har fungerat helt ok förutom att 
jag då och då råkat ut för läckage i 
fältlådan från sprejflaskan.
För ett par år sedan fick jag tipset från 
Thomas Johnsson (Kungsbacka MFK) 
att rengöringsdukar var ett bra alter-
nativ. Det finns många olika varianter 
och fabrikat men de som Thomas 
rekommenderade har visat sig fungera 
mycket bra. De finns att köpa på  
Dollarstore för det nästan löjligt låga 
priset 10:-/40 st.  
Fördelen med torkdukarna tycker 
jag är att man snabbt, effektivt och 
enkelt får bort olja och insekter utan 
att behöva blöta ner modellen mer än 
nödvändigt. Att dukarna är billiga gör 
ju inte saken sämre! Du kanske hittar 
andra bra torkdukar ute i handeln 
men var uppmärksam på innehållsför-
teckningen då jag har märkt att flera 
innehåller olja.

π
Niklas Löfroth

Linmodeller 
från Keil Kraft

Det är många år sedan som modell- 
tillverkaren Keil Kraft lade ner sin 
verksamhet men fortfarande går det  

att hitta deras byggsatser och produkter på 
Tradera och Ebay. Det är tydligt att det är  
många som gillar dessa då det nästan alltid är 
många som är med och budar på auktionerna. 
Ranger blev min allra första linmodell och  
den skickades efter från Wentzels i mitten av 
sjuttiotalet. Några år senare byggde jag också 
Keil Krafts vackra stuntmodell Spectre.  
Naturligtvis finns båda på min ”Bucket list” 
över kommande byggprojekt. Kanske byggs 
även den äldre versionen av Ranger som jag 
tycker har ännu skönare former. Kvalitén på 
byggsatserna är kanske inte så imponerande 
men formgivningen av byggsatsboxarna  
är fantastisk och njutbar än idag. 

Nostalgi

π
Niklas Löfroth

Saxat ur en Wentzels-katalog från sent 60-tal. Ranger tyckte jag såg grymt fräck ut! Den blev 
min allra första linmodell men Rangern kom tyvärr aldrig upp i luften. Det gick desto bättre 
med Spectre som byggdes några år senare.

Grymt tjusiga byggsatser! Keil Kraft var 
uppenbart skickliga på ”box-art”.

Är detta möjligtvis originalfärgerna på  
KK Ranger? Snyggt färgval är det oavsett!

XIX EDITION OF 
INTERNATIONAL V&V 2021 GRAN CANARIA

17th - 18th - 19 th December
Las Palmas G.C. - Gran Canaria - Canary Islands - Spain

FREE REGISTRATION FOR 20 FIRST INSCRIPTIONS - YOU CAN SAVE 30 
EUROS (competition+ dinner) + 20 EUROS for FUEL..!!… TOTAL OF 50 EUROS.

More info at: http://www.clubtamaran.com/intl-vv-gran-canaria.html
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Historien börjar väl egentligen 2013 
när jag köpte ett flygplan av Kamil 
Meisel då jag och Jerker var i 

Sebnitz och flög en världscuptävling. Efter 
jag flugit Banshees, Twister, Nobler och 
varianter av den så var det en aha-upplevelse 
att flyga en modern större design med 
tjockare vinge och längre moment (som det 
egentligen inte är, men det är ju internatio-
nellt vedertaget begrepp så vi kör med det). 
Jag ville fortsätta bygga detta flygplan, men 
Emil (min son) som flög mindre tränings-
flygplan förbrukade en hel del flygplan, så 
det blev mycket att reparera och bygga till 
honom, så det blev inte så mycket byggt till 
mig själv. 
Efter några år så började Emil få till det 
och jag tyckte det var dags att bygga ett lite 
större flygplan med mer konkurrenskraft i 
semistunttävlingarna till honom. Vi kollade 
lite ritningar och vi båda fastnade för Spirit 
of Saginaw III av Dick Pacini (finns som 
byggsats av Brodak nu). Men... designen är 
från 1972 så den är ju lite föråldrad och jag 
gillar ju att experimentera lite. Jag tänkte 
att jag behåller kroppslinjerna med använ-
der lite modernare idéer. Tjockare vinge, 

längre moment, 4-tums ok, större  
stabbe med spetsig framkant. Resultatet 
blev Spirit of Kingshill som vi så fantasi-
fullt kallade det. Flygplanet fick Burger-
profil som det var på Kamils flygplan, fast 
mindre korda än det var på det för vi skulle 
ju ha en mindre motor. Spännvidden blev 
1200 mm. En OS 46LA blev det i nosen. 
Jag la inte ner så mycket jobb på finishen 
för jag tänkte att den inte blir så långlivad. 
Den flög dock förvånansvärt väl, väldigt 
lättflugen. Jag hade tyvärr rätt när det 
gällde livslängden, vid en tävling i Karl-
skoga kom marken för nära och flygplanet 
var ett minne blott. Emil var väldigt ledsen. 
Dags att bygga nytt. Arbetsnamnet för det 
nya blev bara Spirit. Jag ändrade kroppsde-
signen en del och ökade på spännvidden 
100 mm på var sida. Momenten behöll jag, 
likaså stabbens mått. Jag svepte bakkanten 
på vingen framåt lite också för det har Bob 
Hunt sagt är bra och honom tror jag på. 
Profilkroppen fick en annan konstruktion 
för jag tyckte att den massiva kroppen på 
föregångaren flexade för mycket. Det blev 
3 mm balsa-sidor med typ fackverk inuti. 
Det blev mycket vridstyvare. Bygget finns 

Spirit
       Historien om ett flygplan

beskrivet i SLIS forums tråd:  
”Tjocke Palmens allmänna byggtråd”.  
Även på denna lade jag inte så mycket jobb 
på finishen. Jag testade lite vattenbaserade 
färger, men nu efter fyra är så syns det att 
det inte var så bra.
Flygplanet blev däremot en hit. Det är 
stabilt, vändbart och lättfluget utan några 
överraskningar, det flyger dit man styr. 
Kantar hyfsat också. Emil har flugit många 
tävlingar med det, även jag när jag inte 
har haft något annat eller jag varit för feg 
för att flyga med mitt eget när det blåst för 
mycket. I detta flygplan satte vi givetvis 
favoritmotorn LA 46. Den byttes senare ut 
mot en Stalker 51, inte för att LA:n var dålig, 
utan för att jag ville testa denna motor. 
I något framtida nummer kommer en 
utvärdering av lite olika motorer som testats 
i detta flygplan. Även Spirit utvecklas, bl a 
med uppbyggd kropp. Detta kommer jag 
också skriva om i framtiden.

π
Michael Palm
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RESULTAT Weatherman Vintage Speed – HÄXVRÅLET 
2 april 2021

Placering, Namn, Klubb, Nation Klass Tid Hastighet % Motor
1. Lennart Nord, Västerås FK MF SWE 3D 18,1 160,0 97,8 Zorro konv

2. Johan Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE 2G 23,4 123,7 96,2 THK 09

2. Per Nordström, Nyköpings MK SWE 2G 23,4 123,7 96,2 Parra

4. Per Stjärnesund, Västerås FK MF SWE 3G 18,6 155,7 93,5 Nelson

5. Aaro Seppälä, RC-Nummela FIN 3V 41,9 69,1 92,1 Viking

6. Matti Lahtinen, VLH FIN 3G 19,0 152,4 91,6 Demon

7. Ingemar Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE 3D 21,7 133,4 81,6 Fora

8. Stefan Olsson, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 21,6 134,1 80,6 Rossi

9. Christian Johansson, Västerviks MFK SWE 4G 23,5 123,2 80,4 Turnigy S21

10. Harry Kolberg, Skedsmo MFK NOR 3D 24,1 120,2 73,4 Oliver Tiger

11. Torbjörn Lundgren, MFK Snobben SWE 3D 25,0 115,8 70,8 MVVS

12. Alf Lindholm, Ekenäs MFK FIN 3D 25,5 113,6 69,4 Rossi

13. Anders Hellsén, MFK Snobben SWE 5G 25,8 112,2 69,0 OS 25FP

14. Kaj Johansson, Västerås FK MF SWE 3D 27,4 105,7 64,6 Oliver Tiger

15. Thomas Olsson, Trollhättans MFK SWE 3G 29,2 99,2 59,6 Cox Medallion

16. Martin Alkestrand, MFK Snobben SWE 3G 30,0 96,5 58,0 AP 15

17. Antti Santala, VLK FIN 3D 32,5 89,1 54,5 MVVS

18. Anders Fridén, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 0 0 0 Rossi

18. Conny Åquist, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 0 0 0 Cox Conquest

Fortsatt pandemi gjorde att även årets 
Häxvrål utlystes som mail-tävling. 24 
föranmälda reducerades till 19 som kom 

till start och jag tror det var ett underbart Lång-
fredagsväder på alla ställen där det flögs. Harry 
Kolberg utnyttjade det fina norska vintervädret 
och flög på en snöfylld sjöis precis som förra året.
Två nya namn i form av gamla linflygare dök 
upp, Christian Johansson (Mer känd som 
combat-ässet Blekinge-Christian numera 
boende utanför Oskarshamn) och Thomas Ols-
son i Skepplanda. Alltid kul med nya ansikten. 
Dessutom kom Conny Åquist med en sprillans 
ny modell (han har provat på en gång tidigare 
med en lånad modell) med en Cox Conquest 
som tyvärr bröt ihop.
Att Lennart Nord vann med sin dieselkonverte-
rade Zorro gav ingen hög utdelning hos vadslag-
ningsbyråerna utan det blev mer märkligt efter 
Lennart då Per Nordström och Johan Larsson 
delade på andraplatsen. Båda två flyger i klass 
2G (1,5 cc glöd) och fick exakt samma tid! Per 
använder Parra och Johan den nya THK-motorn 
och man kan ju fråga sig (Göran Olsson kan nog 
räkna ut det) hur stor sannolikheten är att två 
2G-piloter med olika utstyr får exakt samma tid.
Liksom i många tidigare tävlingar dominerade 
klass 3-motorer då 15 av de 19 piloterna använde 
någon form av 2,5 cc. Christian Johansson har 
tävlat mycket i RC-bil och använde en bilmotor 
som gjorts iordning för W.

π
Ingemar Larsson

Häxvrålet 
2 april 2021

Conny Åquist

2 – Johan Larsson 
– 96,2 %

Anders Fridén 

2 – Per Nordström 
– 96,2 % 

Alf Lindholm

Harry Kohlberg

1 - Lennart Nord 
– 97,8 %
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RESULTAT Weatherman Vintage Speed – COMET SPRINGMAN 
10-11 april 2021

Placering, Namn, Klubb, Nation Klass Tid Hastighet % Motor
1 Lennart Nord, Västerås FK Modell SWE 3D 17,1 s  169,3 103,5 % Zorro konv

2 Per Stjärnesund, Västerås FK Modell SWE 2G 21,8 s  132,8 103,2 % Parra

3 Per Nordström, Nyköpings MK SWE 2G 22,0 s  131,6 102,3 % Parra

4 Harry Kolberg, Skedsmo MFK NOR 1 16,8 s 86,2 100,0 % Mills

5 Aaro Sepppälä, RC-Nummela FIN 3V 40,7 s 71,1 94,8 % Viking

6 Christian Johansson, Västerviks MFK SWE 4G 20,0 s 144,8 94,5 % Turnigy S21

7 Matti Lahtinen, VLH FIN 3G 18,7 s 154,8 93,0 % Demon

8 Göran Olsson, Västerås FK Modell SWE 0G 11,7 s 123,7 91,5 % Cyclon

9 Jørgen Aagaard, MFK Pingvinen DEN 3D 19,7 s 147,0 90,3 % MM

10 Anders Fridén, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G  20,2 s 143,3 86,1 % Rossi

11 Niels-Erik Hansen, MFK Comet DEN 3G 20,8 s 139,2 83,7 % Cyclon

12 Ingemar Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE 3D 22,2 s 130,4 79,7 % Fora

13 Ingvar Nilsson, Kungsbacka MFK SWE 1 23,0 s 62,9 73,0 % Mills 

14 Thomas Olsson, Trollhättans MFK SWE 2D 28,0 s 103,4 72,1 % THK

15 Alf Lindholm, Ekenäs MFK FIN 3D 24,8 s 116,8 71,3 % KMD

16 Stefan Olsson, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 26,2 s 110,5 66,4 % Rossi

17 Pertti Mela, Miniveneilijät FIN 2G 34,7 s 83,4 64,8 % Cipolla

18 Kaj Johansson, Västerås FK Modell SWE 3D 27,6 s 104,9 64,1 % Oliver Tiger

19 Jesper Buth, MFK Pingvinen DEN 3D 29,3 s 98,8 60,3 % MVVS

20 Antti Santala, VLK FIN 3D 34,7 s 83,4 40,5 % MVVS

21 Jens Geschwendtner, MFK Comet DEN 3G 0 0 0 Cyclon 

21 Conny Åquist, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 0 0 0 Cox Conquest

Redan en dryg vecka efter Häxvrålet kom nästa utmaning 
i form av Comets Springman. Och nu kom Armageddon 
krypande för de danska piloterna! En dansk mailtävling och 

bäste dansk på nionde plats. Både Norge, Finland och Sverige före i 
listan…  Katastrof!  
Vad ska man hitta på? Kanske åka upp till Kronborgs Slott och gå 
ner i källaren och väcka Holger Danske? Eller sträng diet inför 
nästa tävling? Eller träningsläger på Bahamas för att värma upp 
gamla stela muskler?
I alla fall var de fyra som kom upp i minst 100 % glada. Dominan-
sen av klass 3-motorer var lite mindre denna gång men fördel-
ningen på pallen var likadan med 3D-2G-2G. Inga nya namn i 
cirkeln men däremot lite nya modeller. Thomas Olsson hade fått 
klart sin fint målade gulblå modell med en TKD-diesel i nosen. 
Motorn visar fina egenskaper och det låter som musik när den 
flyger. Återstår för Thomas att hitta fram till bästa kombination av 
insug och propeller. Per Stjärnesund kom med sin Parra-bestyckade 
modell i klass 2G och flög så fort att det blev en andraplats bara 
några retliga tiondelar bakom Lennart.

π
Ingemar Larsson

Comet 
Springman 
 10–11 april 2021

Thomas Olsson

Kaj Johansson

Aaro Seppälä

 Stefan Olsson

2 – Per Stjärnesund 
– 103,2 %

3 – Per Nordström 
– 102,3 %

1 – Lennart Nord 
– 103,5 %
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RESULTAT Weatherman Vintage Speed – VÄRLDSCUPVRÅLET
8–9 maj 2021

Placering, Namn, Klubb, Nation Klass Tid Hastighet % Motor
1 Per Nordström, Nyköpings MK SWE  2G 21,5 s 134,7 101,4 % Parra

2 Luis Petersen, MFK Comet DEN 6G 19,4 s 149,3 100 % HP

3 Ingemar Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE  4G 19,3 s 150,0 97,9 % K&B

4 Per Stjärnesund, Västerås FK Modell SWE  2G 22,6 s 128,1 96,5 % Parra

5 Göran Olsson, Västerås FK Modell SWE  0G 11,1 s 130,4 96,4 % Cyclon

6 Jan Wold, Skedsmo MFK NOR  1 17,5 s 82,7 96,0 % Mills

7 Lennart Nord, Västerås FK Modell SWE  2D 21,1 s 137,2 95,7 % Fora

8 Johan Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE  2G 22,8 s 127,0 95,6 % THK

9 Aaro Seppälä, RC-Nummela FIN  3V 40,4 s 71,7 95,5 % Viking

10 Christian Johansson, Västerviks MFK SWE 4G 19,9 s 145,5 95,0 % Turnigy S21

11 Thomas Olsson, Trollhättans MFK SWE  2D 22,4 s 129,3 90,2 % THK

12 Matti Lahtinen, VLH FIN  3G 19,7 s 147,0 88,3 % Demon

13 Jens Geschwendtner, MFK Comet DEN  3G 19,8 s 146,2 87,9 % Cyclon

14 Jörgen Aagard, MFK Pingvinen DEN  3D 19,5 s 148,5 87,7 % MM

15 Anders Fridén, Uddevalla RFK SWE  3G 21,2 s 136,6 82,1 % Rossi

16 Stefan Olsson, Uddevalla RFK SWE  3G 23,0 s 125,9 75,7 % Irvine

17 Ingvar Nilsson, Kungsbacka MFK SWE  1 22,3 s 129,8 75,3 % Mills

18 Alf Lindholm, Ekenäs MFK FIN  3D 23,5 s 123,2 72,8 % Rossi

19 Roy Heitmann, Fredrikstad MFK NOR  2D 29,1 s 99,5 69,4 % Parra

20 Harry Kolberg, Skedsmo MFK NOR  3D 26,4 s 109,7 64,8 % Drabant

21 Kaj Johansson, Västerås FK Modell SWE  3D 29,0 s 99,9 59,0 %, Oliver Tiger

22 Leo Voss, Nijmeegsee LC NED  0G 20,1 s 72,0 53,2 % Cox

23 Antti Santala, VLK FIN  3D 51,0 s 56,8 33,5 %, MVVS

24 Niels-Erik Hansen, MFK Comet DEN  3G 0 0 0 Cyclon

24 Pertti Mela, Miniveneilijät FIN  0G 0 0 0 Cox

Då Världscuptävlingen i Karlskoga åter ställdes in pga pan-
demin var det naturligt att utlysa en mailtävling i Weather-
man. Och nu kom hela 25 piloter till start. På pallen var det 

bara glödare och dessutom i tre olika klasser där Per Nordström nu 
fick sin Parra att slå Per Stjärnesunds en månad gamla rekord. Herr 
Stjärnesund fick nu nöja sig med den retliga fjärdeplatsen. Kul är 
att nästan halva startfältet nådde upp i 90 % av rekordet i respektive 
klass vilket kan tyda på att många lärt sig hantera sin utrustning.
Vi såg också två debutanter välkomnas till cirkeln; Roy Heitmann 
från Fredrikstad i Norge hade byggt en fint målad modell för sin 
Parra-diesel i klass 2D medan combatflygare Leo Voss i Holland 
hade valt en Cox Tee Dee för klass 0G. Då motorn inte är på 1 cc 
som klassen tillåter tappar man ju lite i fart jämfört med en volym-
maxad motor. Pertti Mela från Finland använder också Cox och 
drabbas av samma sak.

π
Ingemar Larsson

Världscup-
vrålet 
 8–9 maj 2021

Antti Santala

Pertti Mela

Christian Johansson

2 – Luis Petersen 
– 100 %

3 – Ingemar Larsson  
– 97,9 %

1 – Per Nordström 
– 101,4 %
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RESULTAT Weatherman Vintage Speed – COMET PINSESTÆVNE 
22–23 maj 2021

Placering, Namn, Klubb, Nation Klass Tid Hastighet % Motor
1 Björn Hansen, MFK Comet DEN 6G 17,6 s 164,5 110,2 % ST G40 RV

2 Christian Johansson, Västerviks MFK SWE 4G 18,7 s 154,8 101,1 % CRF Orion RS

3 Niels-Erik Hansen, MFK Comet DEN 3G 17,3 s 167,4 100,6 % Cyclon FC7

4 Luis Petersen, MFK Comet DEN 6G 19,5 s 148,5 99,5 % HP

5 Ingemar Larsson, Vänersborgs MFK SWE 4G 19,1 151,6 99,0 % K&B

6 Harry Kolberg, Skedsmo MFK NOR 1 17,1 s 84,7 98,2 % Mills

7 Lennart Nord, Västerås FK Modell SWE 3D 17,5 s 165,5 97,7 % Zorro konv

8 Göran Olsson, Västerås FK Modell SWE 5G 18,6 s 155,7 95,7 % ST G21/29 RV

9 Jens Geschwendtner, MFK Comet DEN 3G 18,2 s 159,1 95,6 % Cyclon FC7

10 Jan Wold, Skedsmo MFK NOR 1 17,7 s 81,6 94,9 % Mills

11 Thomas Olsson, Trollhättans MFK SWE 2D 23,1 s 125,4 87,4 % THK

12 Matti Lahtinen, FJX FIN 3G 20,0 s 144,8 87,0 % Demon

13 Stefan Olsson, Uddevalla RFK SWE 3G 21,3 s 135,9 81,7 % Nelson 15 RV

14 Jörgen Aagaard, MFK Pingvinen DEN 2D 27,3 s 106,1 74,0 % Parra

14 Ingvar Nilsson, Kungsbacka MFK SWE 1 22,7 s 63,8 74,0 % Mills

16 Alf Lindholm, Ekenäs MFK FIN 3D 24,8 s 116,8 69,0 % KMD

17 Aaro Seppälä, RC-Nummela FIN 3V 0 s 0 0 Viking

Dessutom flög Daniel Rota med sin E-W:

Daniel Rota, SUI  3E 19,4 s 149,3

Ordningen är återställd! Terapisamta-
len med Holger på Kronborg hjälpte 
tydligen då två av tre pallplatser 

denna gång togs av Danmark med debutan-
ten Björn Hansen i topp! Björn har byggt på 
sin modell (med Super Tigre 40) under lång 
tid nu och vi har alla väntat på debuten och 
det kan ju inte gå bättre än att man vinner. 
Möjligtvis får han lära sig att det räcker 
 att vara 1 % snabbare än näst bäste pilot för 
att vinna (!!).
Christian verkar nu ha fått ordning på både 
sitt W-flygande och sina konverterade bil-
motorer och det lovar gott för honom inför 
kommande tävlingar. Och mindre gott för 
konkurrenterna. Kul var också att 10 av 17 
piloter var över 90 %.
Debut var det också för E-Weatherman 
då Daniel Rota i Schweiz nu fått klart en 
modell i klass 3E. Klassen finns ju inte 
egentligen då vi inte har klasser för elmoto-
rer i våra W-regler men Daniel har satt ihop 
ett regelförslag för el. Anledningen är att 
de är ett gäng därnere som flyger elspeed 
(se Lina 2-2020) och då ligger det nära till 
hands att testa att flyga W också. Daniels idé 
är att få igång ett antal piloter hemmavid 
så att de kan flyga en egen E-W-liga. Kul 
initiativ som måste uppmuntras.

Comet 
Pinsestævne  
 22–23 maj 2021

π
Ingemar Larsson

Jörgen Aagaard

Jens Geschwendtner Göran Olsson

Matti Lahtinen

2 – Christian Johansson 
– 101,1 %

3 – Niels-Erik Hansen
 – 100,6 % 

1 – Björn Hansen 
– 110,2 %
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Bob Hunt
Interview:

Bob has had a unique ability to embrace 
new technologies and develop them. Clear 
examples of this are his foam wings with 
tripple coring, the wing construction techni-
que he calls "Lost-Foam", taking part of the 
development of the pipe technology, his 
early transition to electric motor technology 
and the list goes on.

Other important contributions to our stunt 
community are Bob’s volunteer work as an 
editor of Stunt News and his numerous 
articles in various magazines where he 
shared his expertise in the field.
Bob was also for several years editor of 
Flying Models and Model Aviation and 

Introduction:
There is so much to highlight about Bob 
Hunt:
– Great success in terms of competition 
at the very highest level with a world 
champion title in 1978 as the crown of his 
work, high placements at the American 
Nats for several years including a first place 
in 1976.
His many high-class model designs such as 
the Genesis in several versions, Saturn and 
Crossfire to name just a few.
Bob has also developed many innovative 
construction techniques that have taken 
Precision Aerobatics to a new level.

always made sure that there was always 
something CL related to read for us stunt 
pilots.

Some time ago, Bob announced that 
he would cut back on Robin's View 
Productions. Therefore, I think it's high 
time for an interview with Bob and at the 
same time make a summary of his lifelong 
journey in Precision Aerobatics. 
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Right: Bob pulls up into the Reverse 
Wingover during his winning flight 
at the 1978 World Championships 
that was contested in England at 
the Woodvale RAF base. 
Below: The Genesis 46MkIII gets a 
pull test at the 1978 WCs. It was a 
very windy contest!

Please take us back to the beginning…

How did the model airplane hobby start out 

for you?

BH: My father, James A. Hunt started flying 
model airplanes when Admiral Byrd flew 
over the North Pole in 1921. That began 
for him a lifelong love affair with airplanes 
and model airplanes specifically. When 
I came along all my father’s friends, and 
most of the people who worked for him, 
were modelers, so it was a case of osmosis 
for me. I was about six years old before 
I realized that not everyone in the world 
flew model air-planes. I guess I didn’t have 
much choice in the matter… 

In the very beginning when you started flying 

CL Precision Aerobatics, what was it that got 

you hooked?

BH: I was very fortunate to have grown up 
in a town that had a very large club and 
many great fliers. The most famous of 
those fliers were Red Reinhardt and Larry 
Scarinzi. Larry in particular was my hero; 
he was larger than life and was a fantastic 
designer, builder and flier. In 1958 the 
new pattern (the one we all still fly to this 
day) was adopted by the AMA, and Larry 
started to fly that pattern at the field. I was 
eleven years old at that time. I remember 
watching Larry practicing for a contest and 
he was flying the new pattern. At that time 
I didn’t even know there was a pattern of 
maneuvers that were flown in sequence. 
As I watched him fly it dawned on me that 
he was doing the same maneuvers on each 
flight. It suddenly all made perfect sense. It 
was at that moment that I knew I wanted to 
fly Stunt.

A few years later I was Larry’s helper at the 
1961 Nats in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. 
He was the Event Director, and I was 
enlisted to run scores, get coffee and donuts 
, and do other menial tasks. But it did afford 
me the opportunity to get real close to the 
Open Stunt event and the fliers. I vividly 

The first Genesis was powered by 
an OS 35S engine. It featured a 
foam core wing.
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remember watching Bob Gialdini fly his 
legendary Olympic stunt model at that Nats. 
His performance was mesmerizing. He 
flew with such precision and grace, and the 
model appeared to be flying along an invi-
sible track in the sky. It was Larry’s flights 
at my home field that made me want to fly 
Stunt competitively, but it was the flights 
Bob Gialdini flew with the Olympic at that 
Nats that defined how I wanted to fly Stunt!

 

Who inspired you and who were your role 

models when you started flying Precision 

Aerobatics?

BH: As mentioned above, Larry Scarinzi 
and Red Reinhardt were huge influences 
for me at an early age. But, by the time I 
started flying the pattern in the mid 1960s I 
had moved with my family to northern New 
Jersey. There was a flier in that area who 
was noted as the very best in New Jersey at 
that time, His name was Bill Simons. Bill 
found me flying in a dust bowl field one day 
and offered to help me improve my stunt 
flying. I quickly accepted his offer and we 
became very close friends over the next 
few years. He was even the Best Man at my 
wedding! 

Through Bill I got to meet and become 
friends with the famed New York based 
flier, Gene Schaffer. With Bill and Gene 
as mentors I quickly learned how to build 
better, fly better, and how to use those new 
found skills to compete! They will always 
be at the top of my list of role models in the 
event. 

Others who were both friends and mentors 
include Bob Gialdini, Bill Werwage, Bob 
Gieseke, and Jim Kostecky. Each of them 
had great influence on my building skills 
and my flying style.

You seem to have had an extremely good 

relationship with your father who supported 

you in different ways thru the years. How 

important do you think it has been for you 

and your success?

BH: Yes, my father was the main influence 
in getting me into flying as mentioned 
above. He was incredibly supportive of my 
flying over the years and helped me in so 
many ways that I could not begin to list 
them all here. We worked together when I 
grew up, so it was more than a father/son 
thing. We were work mates and friends. 
Dad was a noted engineer and automation 

Top: The 1980 Genesis 
featured a swept forward 
flap hinge line. This 
model captured a Silver 
Medal at the 1980 WCs, 
and a second place at the 
1980 US Nats.
Above: The 1980 US 
team consisted of (left 
to right) Bill Werwage, 
LesMcDonald, Bob Hunt 
(defending champ), and 
Wynn Paul.
Left: The 1992 US team 
consisted of Bob Hunt, 
Bill Werwage, and Paul 
Walker.
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machine designer, so he had a great mind 
for innovation. Over the years we worked 
together on many products that became 
staples in the Stunt event.

Dad was also my coach in the 1970s, and it 
was his coaching that prepared me for the 
1978 World Championships. Dad died in 
2001 at the age of 89, but he was making 
plans at that point for 30 years down the 
line. An amazing man… 

I remember you took part in WC 1978 and 

2006 in Spain. Which WC competitions have 

you taken part in apart from these?

BH: Yes, 1978 was my first appearance at 
an F2B World Championships, and I was 
very fortunate to win that contest. I tried to 
defend that title at the 1980 World Champi-
onships in Poland, but fell just short of that 
goal to my very good friend, Les McDonald. 
I took a sabbatical from the stunt event 
through most of the 1980s. I had landed a 
job as the Editor of Flying Models magazine 
and needed to learn a lot about radio control 
- quickly! I found that I had a modest talent 
for RC Pattern flying, and did that until 
1987 when I came back to the stunt event. 
It took me a while to get my credibility back, 
but then I made the 1992 FAI team and 
went to Czechoslovakia. Paul Walker won 
that contest and I was fifth, but I was only 
1/2 point out of third! Billy Werwage placed 
sixth., We also won the team gold that year, 
so I felt fully back in the game. 

What was it like to become the World 

Champion at the WC 1978?

BH: People often ask that question of me. 
What can I say; it was a pretty good day! 
But, it was only one day in my life. I had no 
idea of the expectations and the pressures 
that would come with that title. It’s sort of 
like being the young gun in the Old West 
who beats the experienced gunslinger in 
a duel. Then you become the target for all 
the other young guns. Certainly it was a 
validating moment, but one that proved 
very hard to achieve again. And, I’m still 
trying at age 73 to get back to the top of that 
mountain. Probably not going to happen, 
but the urge to try is still there.

Was it a surprise that it went so well or did 

you feel confident to take part and fight for a 

top place?

BH: It was a total surprise to be sure. Hey, 
I was on the team along with such legend-
ary names as Bob Gieseke, and Al Rabe. 
Les McDonald was along as the defending 
World Champ. I felt that getting even fourth 
place in that company would be a huge 
achievement. I flew my flights as best I 
could and was stunned at the outcome.

How did your preparation look like? Do you 

remember how much you practiced before WC 

1978?

BH: When I made the team in 1977 for the 
’78 World Championships I took it very 
seriously. I did not want to let my team 
mates down. I built a new model over that 
winter and took many pains to make it as 
light, accurate, and rigid as possible. I also 
worked closely with a great engine preparer, 
Richie Tower. He had built several ST 46 
engines for me in the past, but we decided 
to try the new Schneurle ported engines. 
Actually, Richie pretty much dictated to me 
that I would install the OS 40 FSR in the 
plane at the eleventh hour of preparation. 
I was not too confident going to my first 
World Championships with a brand new 
concept engine on which I had but a hand-
ful of flights before leaving. The results 
proved out Richie’s genius with engines and 
his innate understanding of the require-
ments. As for practice, I took a month off 
work and flew all day everyday. And, it paid 

off. I never again put in that much practice, 
and I never again won the Worlds… 

Did you have any coach who helped you back 

then?

BH: It was my father who coached me 
almost exclusively before that WC showing. 
He would work during the day while I was 
out at the field practicing, and then he 
would come out in the evening and critically 
watch several flights just to be sure no chro-
nic mistakes were creeping into the pattern. 
He had a great eye, and could convey what 
he was seeing in a manner that enabled me 
to adjust the pattern easily. We made a good 
team.

Was it always your goal to become world 

champion?

BH: Well, to be absolutely truthful, the 
thought never really crossed my mind. 
There were so many really great fliers in 
the event in the United States at that time 
that to even think about making the team 
seemed liked a far too lofty goal. Sometimes 
ignorance can be bliss… It was always my 
goal to continually fly better. The big “wins” 
always came as a surprise.

You were supposed to compete at the WC 1996 

in Sweden, but you weren't able to, right? 

What was the reason behind this?

The 1977 US FAI Team Trials produced a team made up of (left to right) Bob Gieseke, Al Rabe, 
and Bob Hunt. The 1976 defending World Champ, Les McDonald(kneeling) also made the trip to 
England in 1978.
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BH: I found out from our AMA earlier that 
year that I had been inducted to the AMA 
Model Aviation Hall of Fame. The induc-
tion ceremony was to happen at the 1996 
Nats banquet. I had not planned to fly at 
that Nats because I was scheduled to leave 
for Sweden the very next week. But, because 
I was at the Nats for the ceremony anyway, 
I decided to fly in the contest. I had a brand 
new Saturn model with me and it was the 
model I was planning to fly at the World 
Championships. Everything was going fine 
in qualifying, and the evening between 
the qualifying rounds I was practicing and 
doing some fine tuning to the trim of the 
ship. It was getting better and better. Then, 
in the upper portion of the first vertical 
eight I felt something weird. I thought I had 
hit a bug or a small bird with the lines. As 
I got to the intersection point of the second 
vertical eight the up leadout broke and the 
model started doing very small outside 

loops as it descended. It hit hard on the 
asphalt and was destroyed. I retired from 
that competition even though I had my old 
trusty bronze Saturn with me. I didn’t want 
to risk it and then miss the trip to Sweden.

When I returned home I started practicing 
with the bronze Saturn. I was doing the 
inside loops and preparing to recover into 
inverted flight when the pushrod broke! I 
lost my only two good competition ships in 
less than a week. I called Billy Werwage, 
who was the alternate for our team that 
year, and he went in my place. That was a 
very low point for me, and I stopped flying 
for a few years because of it.

Nowadays, so many of us practice alone at our 

flying fields. What advice could you give to us 

who want to improve our flying skills?

BH: Well, all “stick time” is good “stick 
time,” but there is no substitute for flying 
with a coach. I tried video taping flights 
for a while, but found that the camera lens 
was not the same as a human eye. All I can 
offer is to make a plan for every flight. Work 
on things that you know are weak points 
in your pattern. And, most importantly, 
FOCUS hard on every piece of every 
maneuver. Remind yourself just before you 
begin a maneuver to concentrate fully. Don’t 
just “go through the motions." 

You are the man behind several of the most 

successful stunt model constructions, such as 

the Genesis-models as well as the Saturn, do 

you have a personal favorite?

BH: I’ve had a lot of really good flying 
models over the years. I attribute that to 
careful building practices; especially weight 

Here’s Bob’s latest electric powered twin, the Wildfire. This one features all foam flying 
surfaces, molded fuselage shell components, and fixed tricycle landing gear. One bat-
tery supplies both electric motors. It also features a Fiorotti active timer system.

The only “built-up” wing Genesis variant was built in 2001 as a glow model, but
was converted in 2005 to electric power. It’s one of Bob’s favorites.

For next year Bob hopes to have his new Turning Point 
twin ready for the Nats. This one is fitted with retracta-
ble tricycle landing gear. Note the twin rudders. Again, 
all foam flying surfaces and molded balsa shell fuselage 
construction.

This Crossfire was built in 2010. The design is essentially 
just a 1980 Genesis fitted with a rudder! It features a 
foam core wing, flaps, stabilizer and elevators.
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consciousness and alignment. If I were 
pressed to pick just one favorite model, I 
would have to say the 1978 Genesis MkIII. 
I also like the current Crossfire model that 
I’m flying. It is very good. Of course, it is 
difficult to compare models from different 
eras; power system innovations - such as 
electric motors - have improved the breed 
across the board. I wonder just how much 
better that 1978 Genesis would perform if it 
had modern electric power…

Have you got an idea of how many models you 

have constructed throughout the years?

BH: I shudder to think about that! If I were 
to count them all up and then multiply that 
number by the average number of hours 
it takes to build and finish one, I might 
question my own sanity! Seriously there 
have not been as many as you might think. 

The number of competition stunt models that 
came from my various shops probably num-
bers in the 25 to 35 range.

You seem to prefer wing mounted landing gear 

over fuselage mounted ones on your models, is 

that correct? Why is that?

BH: I like the ground handling properties 
of wing gear over fuselage mounted gear. 
The manner in which the torsion arm is 
positioned on wing gear helps to make for 
bounce-free landings in my opinion. And, 
hey, the wing gear with wheel pants just looks 
killer!

If someone wanted to build one of your models 

today, which one would you recommend?

BH: Probably the Saturn or the Crossfire. 
The Crossfire is nothing more than the 

1980 Genesis with a rudder instead of the 
low dorsal fin. The Crossfire wing has a 
swept-forward hinge line, and I like that 
a lot. It tends to lessen the stick pressure 
in the wind. The high point at the quarter 
chord at the tips and at the root form a 
straight line across the wing, making it 
think it’s a constant chord wing in the air. 
It is much more stable in my opinion in 
heavy wind conditions than my straight TE 
wing models are/were. They do require a bit 
more trimming however. 

What do you enjoy the most; building or flying 

the plane?

BH: Great question. I’ve been asked that a 
lot. If I were given a choice to either design 
and build models, or to fly them - but 
not both - I would choose designing and 
building them every time. I have always 

This one was taken this autumn at the Gene Schaffer Memorial contest in Flushing Meadow Park, New York. – It’s a thrill for me to win this particular contest as 
it remembers my dear friend, Gene, and is held at what was his long time home field at which I flew with him on myriad occasions. Great memories there. The F-14 
Tomcat semi-scale stunt model in the photo next to me is Vic Macaluso’s model. He passed away just a few weeks ago and we had a memorial flight with the Tomcat. 

Bob prepares to start his “Bronze Dog” Saturn at the 1992 World Cham-
pionships in Czechoslovakia. That’s Paul Walker - the eventual Gold Med-
alist at that WC - assisting. The Saturn was powered by a piped OPS 40.

Bob’s dad James A. Hunt, his son Robby, and Bob at the 1991 Nats in 
Lawrenceville, Illinois. Robby won his first of five National Champion-
ships in a row at that Nats. 
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enjoyed the aesthetics. Making a sleek 
looking plane is what really lights my fire.

I've heard that your models are nearly always 

painted with the same colors, specifically 

bronze, At the most recent US Nats I noted 

that your Crossfire no longer had your famous 

signature colors. Did your bronze paint jar run 

empty or did simply want to create something 

new?

BH: Okay, well this gets a bit political. I 
used the bronze/copper, red, and black trim 
over a white base for many years, its true. 
My dad had an automation job back in 1972 
that called for him to design a machine to 
package vials of various colored metallic 
powders. He suggested that I add some of 
the copper colored powder to clear dope 
and use it as a trim color on my new plane. 
That plane was the first Genesis. I was 
sort of ambivalent about the color, but dad 
just loved it, and so it became my standard 
scheme for many years. And, I’ve taken lot 
of kidding about it for all those years.

I’m a patriotic type of guy, and a few years 
back I became very unhappy about the 
direction of our country. I decided to paint 
my models red, white, and blue - the colors 
of our flag - until, our leaders came to their 
collective senses. Alas, I fear now that it will 
never happen… I made my statement with 
the new color scheme, but now I’m return-
ing to the brown/bronze tones. 

There have been a number of models on 
which I used a deep metallic brown instead 
of the copper or bronze, and I tend to like 
that look better. My new twin - the Wildfire 
- has the darker metallic brown (with red 
overtones), red, and black trim over the 
white base. That general color combination 
shows up well, and it has become a sort of 
trade mark.

 

I recently viewed a video on Youtube 

published by AMA that shows off one of your 

flights at the recent US Nats. 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=sPcjWemnlyQ

I was very impressed by your skills and 

specifically how your model performed in the 

air. It really shows that it's a light build and 

the speed of it looks really pleasing, What can 

you tell us about the model?

BH: That’s the 2010 Crossfire. I had not 
intended to fly that model at the Nats. I 

have a brand new twin that I wanted to fly, 
but we were not able to get early practice 
time at the Nats due to a scheduling issue 
with an RC event. I didn’t have enough 
time on the twin to use it at the Nats. The 
winds during that week were extremely 
high, and the Crossfire has always been 
good in such conditions. I dragged it out 
of the car and started practicing with it. I 
had flown it eight times about three weeks 
before the Nats, but then concentrated on 
finishing the twin. At the end of the Nats 
I had a total of 22 flights on it for the year! 
Again, the swept-forward wing hinge line 
works great in wind, and that coupled with 
the Fiorotti active timer and the BadAss 
3515-710 Kv motor made for a very easy to 
fly combination. I did a lot better than I 
expected to, finishing in seventh, just four 
points out of the Top-5 fly-off!

It is a light model at 62 ounces all up with 
battery on board. It features a foam core 
wing with foam core flaps, stabilizer and 
elevator assemblies, and molded shell 
fuselage construction. I like it…a lot! I do 
have plans available for that model and also 
for the Genesis Extreme, and my Classic 
design, the Caprice, in case anyone reading 
this might be interested.

I read that you spent a few years flying RC 

pattern.

Where you completely absent from CL 

Aerobatics during this period?

BH: As I wrote above, I had to learn 
a lot quickly about radio control to be 
a competent editor of a multi-interest 
modeling magazine. My building skills 
allowed me to have good RC airplanes 
immediately, and I picked up the flying very 
quickly. And, I practiced a lot! 

Yes, I was totally absent from CL Stunt from 
1981 to 1987, and during that time I flew 
RC Pattern at the local and Nats levels. I 
placed in the top 10 in Advanced at the 1985 
Nats flying an EU-1A pattern model, and 
won the Eastern States Championships in 
Advanced as well. However, I knew right 
from the start in RC that I didn’t have the 
talent required to make it to the top.

You were highly involved in the development 

of the pipe technology for stunt - 

How important was the pipe-concept for you 

and your return to CL Aerobatics?

BH: Well, it was the development of the 
pipe that brought me back to CL Stunt. The 
RC Pattern rules were about to change in 
1985 to the turn-around, or Aresti-type pat-
tern flying. My good friend, Dean Pappas 
and my “engine guy”, Richie Tower were 
developing a second reflected wave pipe for 
RC flying to allow a slower model with lots 
of “grunt.” What they stumbled upon was 
just ideal for the CL Stunt paradigm, and 
so it was decreed that I would retire from 
RC Pattern - where I was just average - and 
re-sume my CL aerobatic career, but with 
the first tuned pipe power system.

It must be noted here that although I 
was part of the tuned pipe development 
program, my involvement was to be the 
test pilot for the systems that Dean and 
Richie came up with. I take no credit for the 
“math” involved! I was, however the “CEO” 
of the project, as I brought Dean and Richie 
together, and then invited Billy Werwage 
into the program as the “full-time” test 
pilot. Billy was a professional musician, and 
spent his nights working in clubs. That left 
him all day, every day to test fly and give 
more and better feedback to Richie and 
Dean I also enlisted my dad to make the 
mandrels around which we made the initial 
carbon pipes. It was a team effort. 

Would you say the pipe concept still is popular 

in the United States?

BH: Yes, certainly there are a number of 
competitive fliers who still use the tuned 
pipe system in their planes. Although the 
electric systems seem to be more prevalent 
lately. This past Nats was the first one in 
which there were more electric powered 
models than glow powered ones. 

Today the electric-motors are taking over the 

scene. WC and the American Nats is regularly 

won by pilots who have embraced this new 

technology. You noticed the advantages of 

having an electric motor quite early, right?

BH: Yes, If I have any special talent, it 
would be as a strategic thinker. I got that 
from my father. I’m always looking to the 
future and looking for the “next big thing.” 
Examples of that are my early involvement 
with foam core wings, and the early use of 
Schneurle ported engines in Stunt. I first 
flew an electric model at the Nats in 2005. 
A gentleman that I knew had a really good 
flying model there and he was flying in 
the Advanced class. I asked him if I could 
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fly his model and he was happy to allow me to do that. On the 
takeoff roll I knew my world had changed. I called Dean Pap-
pas on the ride home from that Nats and asked him if we could 
convert my 2001 Genesis from glow to electric. He worked up 
the numbers and sent me a shopping list. Then he designed a 
program that accepted scripts to allow me to change the motor 
run characteristics. It must be noted here that the system we 
installed over the next two weeks was quite antiquated compa-
red to today’s electric power systems.

A couple of weeks later I flew that setup at the 2005 FAI Team 
Trials and made the team! And this will lead nicely into your 
next questions…

I remember that you already in 2006 at the WC in Valladolid 

participated with a model configured with an electric motor. I 

suppose there has been lots of development of the concept since 

then?

BH: Yeah, that 2006 episode in Spain was a disaster for me, 
and it was all my own doing. We had enlisted a gentleman 
who was a programing expert to come up with a more useable/
simpler interface. He had promised that it would be ready way 
ahead of the time I was scheduled to leave for Spain. Well, I 
received the setup the day before leaving! I should have just 
taken a glow model with me that year, but I wanted to be the 
first to fly an electric model at the World Championships. Let’s 
just say that I made a massive miscalculation and leave it at 
that. Two more years of development would have made for a 
much better introduction on the world scene. And a lot of the 
credit for that successful reintroduction goes to Igor Burger 
and Paul Walker.

The developments came hot and heavy from that point on, and 
today’s active timer systems are just flat amazing. And, they 
will also get even better as time goes on. Electric power is here 
to stay…

Here’s Bob flying the Crossfire XLTC (Extra Long, TriCycle gear) at 
the 2013 US Nats. He placed third on that occasion.

The XLTC enters a looping maneuver. This model featured a Cobra 
2826-10 electric motor and a Hubin timer.
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What happened to your twin engine project with 

the retractable gear? 

I noticed it wasn’t used at the latest US Nats.

BH: In a weak moment I sold my Second 
Wind twin. That was the first one that I built 
with retracts, and it was the one I flew at the 
2015 Nats. I have since built two new twins; 
one has fixed tricycle landing gear and the 
other one has retract trike gear. The fixed 
gear version - the Wildfire - is the one I had 
ready to test fly at this year’s Nats, but the high 
winds prevented that. I plan to be flying twins 
a lot in the future… 

In all your articles and building instructions 

you show of great and instructive images where 

everything always looks very neat and well orga-

nized at your building table. Does it always look 

this nice or can it be quite chaotic sometimes as 

it can be for most of us?

BH: That’s a good one! LOL! Well, the shop 
and bench are not always as pristine as they 
may appear in the various how-to’s and 
manuals that I have produced, but I do like a 
neat shop. I find it hard to do precision work 
in any sort of clutter. In the midst of a big 
project the balsa chips may pile up a bit, but 
I always do a good cleaning after each such 
session. It wasn’t always this way with me as 
my wife would attest… 

I have the information you are writing a book 

on the story of Genesis – can you tell us some 

more about this book-project and when we can 

get our hands on a copy?

BH: Some years back my very good friend, 
Les McDonald wrote a series of articles for 
the pages of Stunt News. We called that series 
the Stiletto Chronicles. In that series Les was 
brutally honest about both the good and bad 
things that happened in his life in Stunt, and 
a lot of it was quite disturbing. But, he was 
telling the truth, and I highly respected him 
for that. He suggested that I write a similar 

handle and feel the life of the model at the 
end of the lines. If we could get more people 
to just try it once, we might get a few more 
“lifers.” 

Any final words?

BH: This hobby/sport has been a blessing to 
me and to my family. I was blessed to have 
had a father who supported my interest; I was 
blessed to have been gifted with the talents 
required to be successful at my chosen sport. 
I am blessed to have a wife (Marianne, and 
we are now married 48 years…) who supports 
me, and also two sons (Robby and Brian) 
who also love the sport. I was blessed to have 
been able to make my living in the sport, so 
essentially I haven’t worked a day in my life… 
I have been, and continue to be blessed to 
have made and kept so many friends from all 
over the world. 

To be able to just participate in the art and 
sport of Precision Aerobatic flying is sufficient. 
To have been recognized as an innovator, 
sportsman, and even a Champion from time 
to time is just the icing on the cake.

Thank you Niklas for the opportunity to share 
some of my life in modeling with you and 
your readers. And, as my departed dear friend 
Bill Simons used to say “Fly good enough, 
long enough, and they can’t keep it from you!” 
- Bob

piece about the Genesis series of models and 
all that happened during those years of deve-
lopment and flying them. I decided to write 
mine in a book form and call it The Genesis 
Saga. And, like Les was determined to tell the 
story straight and with all the good and bad 
stuff included. I think these two pieces serve 
to both encourage and also warn those who 
are contemplating a life dedicated to CL Stunt 
flying. Hopefully the stories included in both 
of those pieces will help others to avoid the 
pitfalls on the journey; and that’s exactly what 
Stunt is, a journey, not a destination. 

Unfortunately I have not had the time to put 
the text and the photos together into a cohe-
sive book format. When I do it will be offered 
on CD and not in paper form. There will not 
be enough of a market for it to justify having 
a print run done. I will certainly inform the 
entire stunt world about its availability when 
the time comes.

What’s your view on the future of CLPA?

BH: It’s no secret that our numbers are 
declining. As a group we are aging out, and 
there are not enough new, young enthusiasts 
coming along to replace us one-for-one. This 
was our reality when we were young, and 
today’s youth seem to have a different reality. 
And, as we were entitled to have our reality, 
they are certainly entitled to have theirs. 

I perceive that the situation in Europe and the 
Scandinavian countries may be a bit brighter. 
It seems that on your side of the pond there 
are a number of new, upcoming fliers. I think 
that’s great. We do have a few new young 
talents, and they are making great, quick 
progress; kids just seem to learn this stuff 
faster than we did…

My hope is that the new power systems which 
are easier to learn to operate, may lure a new 
generation into the sport. This is a visceral 
sport; you only really understand why we all 
love it when you actually get your hand in the 

Thank you Bob for all you have done for the 

Precision Aerobatic community and for letting us 

get to know you better through this interview.  

It has been an honor and great pleasure.

π
Niklas Löfroth
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US Nats 2021 

Top Five Contestants Flight 1 Flight 2 Flight 3 Total score

1. Orestes Hernandez 568.5 554 566.33 1134.83 

2. Paul Walker 567.67 558.17 566.33 1134.00

3. David Fitzgerald 556.83 545.5 570.17 1127.00

4. Joe Gilbert 554.5 544.17 553.67 1108.17

5. Joseph Daly 519.33 427.17 537.33 1056.66
Top five at the Nats, L-R, Paul Walker 2nd, 
Joe Gilbert 4th, Orestes Hernandez 1st, Joe 
Daly 5th, and David Fitzgerald 3rd.

Brian Gardner:
ENGINE PARTS SERVICE

I currently have ST G51 piston/liner/rod pin 
sets in stock now priced at $130 Australian 
dollars plus shipping.
Coming in the next 6 months I will have 
piston/liner/rod pin sets for:

• ST G21-35 peri port combat
• ST G21-35 stunt
• ST V60
• OS61VF (rc pattern)
• OS61FSR (rc pattern)
• Fox 36 combat special MkIV
• ST G15
• OS Max 35S 

Please keep in mind: 
I can't normally keep up with demand for 
my parts and customers often have to wait 
6 months.
Email: briangardner_b1@yahoo.com.au
or PM via Messenger. Fox 35

ST G51
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MAGNUM
OPUS VI

By Todd Lee

2021 US Nationals Concours 
d’Elegance Winner — 

Control Line Precision Aerobatics is 
a challenging and rewarding subset 
of the modeling world. This event 

requires a lot from its competitors. Not only 
the coordination to guide a model through a 
wide variety of maneuvers in flight, but also 
the execution of multiple physical disciplines 
in the Shop. To design, construct, and finish 
a competitive model at the highest level 
takes a tremendous amount of desire and 
ability, but an even more intense hunger to 
create every part of the Model to the utmost 
edge of capability. I believe we all strive for 
that internal competition… to improve upon 
our last effort, but to then push our skills 
and abilities further. It is that hunger and 
desire that ultimately drives us towards the 
pinnacle of achievement in this event, the 
Concours d’Elegance.

  My journey in modeling started at a young 
age. I am extremely fortunate to have grown 
up surrounded by Control Line Models of 
all types, but have always been attracted to 
Precision Aerobatics.. Stunt! My Father, Jim 

Lee of Lee Machine Shop fame, has been 
an active modeler since the late Fifties. I 
can recall stories of his modeling exploits 
from the farm fields in Iowa during his early 
years, to meeting my mother at college after 
flying on the campus Football Field. Pictures 
of a Ringmaster Imperial in Vietnam, 
followed by his fleet of Stunters built and 
contested with across the Midwestern US 
during the 1970s. Those are the memories 
that make me smile, thinking of my Dad fly-
ing a tri-cycle Nobler and a Shark 45, being 
small enough that those models appeared to 
be larger than life, seemingly flying overhead 
even when I was well outside the circle. 
And watching my SuperHero Dad put them 
through the pattern with ease. As I grew 
older and started to compete in the event, he 
allowed as how his flying left something to 
be desired, but I always thought of him as 
the Top Gun wherever we went.

  I was enthralled with the prospect of buil-
ding and flying my own models through a 
complete pattern someday. As I gained more 

skill and experience in our hobby, starting at 
the age of 4 or 5, then my first AMA license 
in 1981, continuing through high school; I 
enjoyed building, flying, and competition 
in Stunt. I’m proud to have been National 
Champion as a Junior (1987), Senior (1991) 
and in the Advanced Skill Class (1991). Many 
hours in the basement Workshop, and lots of 
flying at the local Club field. The joy of first 
flights and hard-fought trophies at local and 
regional contests, along with the heartbreak 
of the inevitable crash. As our event goes it 
is the cost of participating. You build and fly 
Models, at some point you will break a few. 

   It is during those formative years that my 
Dad and I, along with my older brother at 
times, would spend winters in the Shop 
creating the next year’s weapon of choice. 
My Dad and I have had hours of conversa-
tion across the entire spectrum of modeling. 
How things work, how a model should be 
built and finished, who is doing something 
unique or interesting in the event, and 
always the prospect of where we may stack 

Construction Photo’s:  Todd Lee

Photo’s of the finished model:  Tom Polk
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up against the competition during the upco-
ming season. It is from these conversations 
I began to get a feel for the things I enjoyed 
about the event. The creativity of design, the 
rules of aerodynamics applied to our type 
of models, the skill and understanding of 
appropriate structure and engineering. I 
have a tremendous amount of respect for 
the tradition of the event, and for all the 
incredibly skilled craftsmen and pilots that 
have competed over the years. We are conti-
nuing the work of all those who came before 
us, and learning lessons along the way by 
leaving our personal mark.

  To that end, the model you see here is the 
culmination of a lifetime effort in pursuit 
of a bit of magic in some balsa, tissue paper, 
and a little dope. The Magnum Opus series 
began in the Fall of 1990. I was looking to 
make the jump from 35 size models to a fully 
competitive 46 size platform. My building 
skills were sufficient at the age of 17 to easily 
build kits and also design and construct 
original models. It seemed natural to begin 
with the Sig Magnum, which at that point 
was a very capable and respected design 
that had a great track record of National 
level wins. I’ve always been a fan of the P-51 
Mustang, and with very little effort, a Mag-
num turned into a P-51B! With a scoop and 
invasion stripes, a bit of artistic license with 
the rudder outline, Magnum Opus I came 
to fruition. Being flown at the 1991 Nats, I 
had finished the model two weeks before the 
event, and logged 55 flights by the end of the 
competition. Earning the National Champi-
onship in both the Senior age category and 
the Advanced Skill class. Quite a Week!! 
And that is where his story ends. I took MO 
I home and hung it on the wall. To preserve 
my model and keep it intact, I vowed to 
never fly it again. That is a direct result of 
having destroyed my Jr Nats Champion 
model the year after winning with it. That 
model still hangs in my Dad’s basement, 
scarred and beaten, but still a winner. 

  Over the years I continued to develop and 
refine the design to suit my needs and what 
I felt I was lacking. Magnum Opus II intro-
duced dihedral and a more pleasing profile. 
It is the most flown and easily recognized 
of the series. Not only did I campaign the 
model for many years (1994-2001) but most 
notably I built it with a foam wing sheeted 
D-Tube style. Then cored out a lot of the 
foam in the open bays and in triple core 
fashion. So much so, that, over time as the 
tissue and dope continued to shrink, the ribs 
in between the leading and trailing edge 

It’s all coming together and starting to take shape! This is where the excitement grows, seeing 
all those ribs lined up, imagining what the finished surface will look like after tissue. It’s nice 
to build a Model on a glass top bench also.

A closer view of the internal wing structure. FF style X-bracing in between full rib bays aided in 
torsional rigidity. The parts count is very high in an effort to eliminate unnecessary lumber.

The underlying geodetic structure can be seen 
here. Note the T-section LE and TE on the Sta-
bilizer. Carbon faced on the vertical members. 
In addition, the Elevators are skinned with 
.050” balsa then ribs laid over the skin.

Some extra time was taken while shaping 
the section. The Stab is actually mostly flat 
through the middle 50%, while the rest of the 
surface is gently faired in. The Elevator has 
a pleasing contour. Creating all those lovely 
facets when in tissue and Dope.
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sheeting collapsed!! The wing has a very 
distinct pollywog airfoil but was still sound 
enough to place 2nd in Open at the 2000 
Nationals and 2nd at the US Team Trials in 
2001. 

  Moving forward, Magnum Opus III was 
a short lived example, falling victim to a 
flameout in the wing over. A total write off 
after only 25 flights and a week before the 
2000 Nats. Following that Magnum Opus 
IV was built and flown at the 2002 World 
Championships in Siebnitz Germany. A 
crowning achievement for me, the honor 
of representing the United States in F2B. 
Unfortunately, my performance fell short 
of personal goals but still helped captured a 
Team Bronze. Even more unfortunate, that 
model was thoroughly destroyed in specta-
cular, yet painful, fashion in the wind at the 
2003 Nats. The heartache of that still haunts 
me. 

   I tried mightily to move forward after the 
loss of MO IV, beginning the framework for 

MO V in the Fall of 2003. I made strides in 
putting all my effort into some incredibly 
labor intensive structural components. 
Attempting to go all out from an engine-
ering standpoint to build the lightest and 
strongest airframe yet. Unfortunately, life 
caught up to me with the typical trappings 
of adulthood: career, family, kids, divorce, 
etcetra putting model activities on the back 
burner for most of a decade. Carefully 
moving the bare balsa structure from place 
to place thinking that someday I would be 
able to get back to it.

  I did finally get the other parts of life in 
order; remarried, settled in a nice little house 
and made room for a basement workshop. 
Ironically, it wasn’t MO V that was first on 
the building board, but instead I finished 
another Stunter that began life as a Jack 
Sheeks Seafang. A bit of a design overhaul 
led to a Spitfire Mk XIVe clip tip, bubble 
canopy model that was inspiring enough to 

capture the 2015 Concours d’Elegance at 
the Nats that year. It was a huge boost in 
confidence and made me realize how much 
I had missed the event and competition. 
Plus, it was the start of my work with rivet 
detail as part of the inking process. As 
much as I enjoyed building, finishing, and 
flying that model, it wasn’t a Mustang and 
I missed that familiar view at the end of 
the lines.

  So Magnum Opus V was put back into 
focus, although it would not be completed 
until 2019. I had a moderate amount of 
success with that model, just missing the 
Top 5 that year, then returning in 2020 to 
make the cut and finish 4th, just behind 
Derek Barry in 3rd. Only hindered by a 
“not quite predictable” Evo 60 that seemed 
to have a mind of its own. Even though 
it was a Front Row model, and did bring 
some hardware home, I knew there was 
more performance out there. The wheels 
had been turning a few decades earlier 
about what the future Opus would be…

The airbrush work was a nod to all those classy 
Stunters that came before. You may also note 
some of the rivet detail, an element that the 
author feels is worth the time. Don’t be in a 
hurry though. Patience is key. 

A highlight of this Model is the canopy and 
cockpit detail featuring modified Williams Bros 
figures. Unfortunately, it is seen less and less 
often, but done right can really set a Model 
apart from the crowd. The canopy framework is 
painted on, outlined in ink, then top coats of 
clear to integrate it into the finish as a whole.

Recognizing his ever-supportive wife Michele is 
a key to maintaining balance. Understanding 
the amount of time an event like this can 
consume is not always an easy thing for the 
spouse of a competitive Stunt Flyer!  
Thank you, Michele!
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   Here we are, Magnum Opus VI. The true 
seed of inspiration was sowed in the mid 
90s during my college years. There was 
a tremendous resurgence of information 
and interest in I-Beam models at that time. 
Multiple construction articles published of 
classic designs featuring the I-Beam wing. 
Let alone the hours I spent during my child-
hood pouring through my Dad’s old model 
magazines with seemingly dozens of Jack 
Sheeks designs, most of them I-Beam. Bill 
Werwage was campaigning his 59 Ares, and 
also built a beautiful and brilliantly finished 
P-47 in Cleveland Air Race flavor, being 
awarded the Concours at the 1995 Nats. 
Around that time I found a color centerfold 
in the P-51 In-Action material that showed a 
War Weary P-51B in non-standard two-place 
tandem configuration with an equally non-
standard red paint scheme. Wow! You want 
to talk about a bolt of lightning!! I knew I 
wanted to emulate a long time Stunt Hero 
and his Red I-Beam Warbird, but put my 
own spin on it. It would have to simmer for 
25 years or so until being fleshed out. I think 
it was worth the wait.

   Starting with a blank piece of paper in 
December of 2019, the first structural com-
ponents started to take shape soon after. If 
not for a slower travel schedule at work due 
to COVID-19, I wouldn’t have made any-
where near the progress on the framework. 
By April the majority of the base airframe 
was complete, save for cosmetic elements 
on the top and bottom of the fuselage. I 
picked up the pace that Fall, completing the 
structure by February to begin the finishing 
process. To think back and say this would be 
an 18 month long project, with none of my 
typical sidetracked projects thrown in, may 
have sounded unreasonable. But every part 
of this model was treated to a full overhaul 
in method and process in an attempt to 
strive for that Top of the Mountain feel. 
The all-Dope finish was labor intensive 
but worth the effort. Hours upon hours of 
wet sanding and re-evaluating how things 
looked. To the point that I was still rubbing 
it out up until the night before I left for the 
Nationals!

  Some special features in this model 
include, first and foremost, the I-Beam 
wing. Continuing that theme, the flaps 
are built up, along with the Stabilizer 
and Elevators. I really wanted to present a 
cohesive look to the Model that showcased 
the highlights and feel of all those classic 
I-Beamers that came before. Not only was 
Werwage’s I-Beam P-47 an inspiration, but 

Almost too pretty to cover!! A great view of the overall I-Beam structure and layout. Getting 
ready for the other half of the project, a true Dope finish. Once again, time and patience is key. 
What are you willing to accept, and are you ready to fix things until it’s really “Right”?

Detailed instrument panel helps add realism. 
Aluminum tubing works nicely to maintain the 
shape of that large canopy. A little humor for 
the rear seat Crew Chief… Hold On!

The initial fit of the RO-Jett in its new home. 
A neat installation, but leaving sufficient 
clearance for cooling and venturi access. All 
edges are lined with thin plywood or basswood 
for clean appearance and longevity.

All structural elements ready for assembly. There is quite a bit of time spent building components, 
and then when assembled, the model takes shape fairly quickly. 
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almost equally the 1980 USA-1 that featured 
the same elements of all-built up structure. 
In my opinion the absolute prettiest of his 
USA-1 series, that model has an extra level of 
complexity and striking appearance with the 
multitude of ribs and facets. Keep in mind 
this is my first I-Beam Stunter, the appre-
hension was palpable.

   The actual construction of the wing spar is 
a laminated balsa core that has carbon fiber 
sandwiched in between. Judicious use of 
carbon on the inside face of all span wise ele-
ments, along with T-section structure. The 
flaps are actually built with a geodetic core, 
then balsa strip ribs glued on top to emulate 
the I-beam look. The Stab/Elev is similar in 
that there is an internal geodetic core with 
strip ribs over the top. It was actually enjoya-
ble to see all those ribs being lined up and 
Sig-Mented in place. Careful sanding and 
shaping yielding the final exterior streamli-
ning. It was exciting to see that picture in 
my mind’s come so fully in focus after all 
the years of dreaming. When the first few 
strip ribs were laid onto the wing spar, it 
was a true moment of euphoria!! She’s here! 
She’s really Here! 

   Another focal point of this model is the 
two-place tandem cockpit. I’ve always 
enjoyed the added character and realism of 
the Williams Bros. figures. Each one has a 
personality. Painted and carved with a bit 
of facial expression goes a long way towards 
adding that feel of authenticity. In addition 
to a twisted sense of glee in sawing off their 
little heads to give them a bit of head tilt 
like they are looking out for that bird flying 
through the path of the Vertical Eight, or 
staring up at you during the start sequence, 
seeming to say “Alright, Boss, let’s make 

this our best mission yet!!” Of course an 
equal amount of time is spent on internal 
detail like instrument panels, radios, levers, 
and the like. It makes me want to get small 
and take it around the Pattern once myself!!

 Also, as mentioned previously, I have gotten 
a bit fanatical about inkwork. A typical 
model for me would take about 8 hours 
to ink on panel lines. A fun nod to the 
Full-Scale world, but honestly, does a Nobler 
need panel lines? Even with the Semi-Scale 
effort, simple panel lines seemed to miss 
the mark a bit. So on the Spitfire I decided 
to add lines of rivets to the layout in lieu of 
solid panel lines. I left the main solid lines 
in place at major structural points; thrust 
line, wing high point, center section ribs, tip 
ribs. Then the remaining spots that would 
have previously had a solid ink line were now 
replaced with a line of rivets. Just a row of 
ink dots every 1/8". It started out as a lark, but 
I enjoyed the look it provided. I began on the 
bottom of the Stab/Elev on the Spitfire, and 
after working away for a while I sat back and 
admired my handiwork. Smiling to myself, 
saying, “Gee, I really like the way that turned 
out!” Then I looked at the clock. It can’t be! 
Four hours to do one half of the bottom of 
the S/E??!!?? I couldn’t back out now, I was 
fairly well committed. That model took two 
weeks to ink, rivets and panel lines all over. 
I told myself never again! Well…. until the 
next time. And the next time took five years 
to get psyched up for. I knew MO VI had to 
have the same treatment, and I thought I 
was ready. I have a couple dedicated tools; 
flexible straight edges, guides and jigs with 
notches. It helps, but there is no automatic 
and easy way to do it. Sixty hours of labor 
alone in just inkwork. By the end I thought 
I had literally lost my mind. What have I 

done, what was I thinking, WHY am I doing 
this?? By the time I finished, I didn’t want to 
pick up a drafting pen again, but the overall 
effect seems to be worth it. I simply can’t 
imagine Not having put that level of work 
into the project. Satisfaction indeed. A bit 
crazy? Well, one could say…

  The final element to the overall appearance 
of this model is the finish. It is all traditional 
Dope. Some Sig colors, toner colors, and 
Certified Clear. Plus wet sanding. I use 
as little filler as possible, trying to get the 
initial structure as close to “Right” before 
the finish even begins. A minimum of 400 
on bare balsa, then 600 for most initial 
knockdown work in clear. The real time is 
spent with 1000 wet, sanding out multiple 
coats of silver/gray tinted base clear to get 
that satisfying matte sheen to the entire 
surface. Then after color and trim, more 
clear that is wet sanded back to the matte 
sheen prior to ink. Once again, after the 
inkwork is complete, more clear until the 
final wet sanding with 2000. You develop 
a feel for when the 2000 grit stops cutting, 
move on to a new tab of fresh 2000 and say, 
“Oh my, That’s Much Better!” Then I finish 
off with a four step regimen of finer grades 
of compound, polish, and finally wax. It 
sure makes cleaning the model easier with a 
good finish.

  Some final thoughts… This Model is 
my first experience with a truly modern 
powerplant, the RO Jett 67 Rear Exhaust. 
It is a beast but very well mannered. I am 
fortunate to have Lee Machine Shop a phone 
call away for things like custom venturis, 
but even more fortunate to have a world 
class crew chief in Paul Baluch. Paul and I 
have shared many ideas on power plants for 

The completed powerplant installation. RO-Jett 67 with a Dave Trible 
12.75”x5” carbon three blade propeller. A very well behaved combination  
together with the one-of-a-kind custom Carbon Fiber muffler by Paul Baluch.

Noseart was common on many WW II aircraft and Magnum Opus is no 
different. Hand painted, airbrushed and inked. Certainly not a decal. 
Note the rivet detail and the artist signature at the bottom right.
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Stunt, stemming from his previous expe-
rience working on most of Bill Werwage’s 
engine programs from the ST 46/51, 
through the HPs, OPS piped setup, and 
also his final fit and finish to Bill’s Precision 
Aero’s. Through his wealth of knowledge 
in the world of nitro burning machines and 
his expertise with Carbon Fiber, I have had 
the pleasure of utilizing some very custom 
Carbon Fiber mufflers and incredibly 
precision fit engines. I would not be as far 
today without the powerplants and acces-
sories that have come from Paul Baluch and 
Lee Machine Shop. Even though this is an 
individual sport when we are at the handle, 
it truly takes a team of support to compete at 
the highest levels.

  To that end, I must also thank my ever-
supportive and loving wife, Michele. She has 
been a champion cheerleader, supporter and 
incredibly capable coach. Without her con-

stant willingness to be on the sidelines while 
I spend time in the Shop, or by my side at 
the flying field trying to get intersections 
right, or making rounds round and squares 
square, I most definitely would not be able 
to compete to this level of success. Even 
volunteering for the Assistant Event Director 
position at this year’s Nationals, she has 
always wanted to see me go farther and not 
give up. Without that kind of understanding, 
I would never have gotten where I am today. 

   I hope you have enjoyed hearing of the 
journey that is Magnum Opus. I’ve always 
thought a fitting moniker for this model, 
Latin for Greatest Work, I feel like there is 
the ever present challenge to make each 
example a true Opus. Hopefully you agree.

Fly Stunt!
π

Todd Lee

Specifications:

Model Name: Magnum Opus VI

Designer: Todd Lee

Special features: I-Beam wing, 
companion structure all built up to 
emulate I-Beam appearance. Custom 
molded canopy. Tandem cockpit with 
pilots. Swept forward flap hinge line. 
Dihedral.

 Span: 61 inches

Wing Area: 675 sq. inches

Moment arms: Nose 8.5 inches, tail 
moment 19 inches hinge to hinge

Finish: Certified Clear Dope base, 
PolySpan synthetic tissue on all open 
bays, Esaki Med Plyspan on solid 
surfaces. Sig colors, automotive toner 
base color. Certified Clear Dope top 
coats. KlassKote on cowl and nose/
engine bay.

Engine: RO-Jett 67 rear exhaust. 
Carbon muffler.

Prop: Dave Trible 12.75”x5” Carbon 
three blade

Launch RPM: 7900-8200 

Lead-outs: .027" 7 strand braided 
stainless. 

Flying lines: .015” x 65’ Amber line, 
7 strand braided

Handle: Jim Lee

Weight: 62 oz. / 1760g
It’s always fun to add some character to the 
pilot. A little head tilt, maybe a sly smile. The 
standard sunglasses were tinted and shaped to 
emulate the 1940s style Ray-Bans. Brass wire 
frames make it a complete package.

Of course we need to reward our hard working 
Crew Chief with a ride around the Pattern. 
Looks like he just completed the 100 hour 
inspection, grease smudges and all. But I 
think there is a bit of a smile nonetheless!

Admiring the product of countless hours of hard work. 
It’s fun to do something eye-catching on the bottom of 
the model too. Looks like it’s time to go burn a couple 
cases of fuel! 
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LOOK INTO OUR WEB STORE  
FOR DETAILS AND PRICES!
www.3fhobbyservice.jetshop.se

3F HOBBY SERVICE
www.3fhobbyservice.jetshop.se 
Mail: trefhobbyservice@allt2.se

Phone: +46 (0)70-62 61 370 
Address: Gyllenhjelmsväg 3, 611 36 Nyköping

The leading CL Hobby Shop in Sweden!

Flying wires:
size dia: 0.20, 0.30, 0.38 and 0.45mm 

Solid lines: 
size dia: 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40mm

Soon in our web store: 

Products from 
RSM distribution 

Tony 
Classic Legal 
warbird Stunter  
For .35 to .45

59 Ares Kit by Brodak
Classic legal kit
Specifications:
Plane Length: 38.7 in.
Wing Span: 51 in.
Wing Area: 542 sq. in.
Engine: .35 to .40

Yard
good

Order any 
length.

Racing Wheels 
Suitable for Weatherman Vintage
Speed and more.

Bellcranks by Perfect

1/2A Bellcrank Set 
Size 3 3/8" X 1 5/32"

and 2 5/32" X 1"

Carbon fiber props
Suitable for Vintage Weatherman racing
Raw size:  6.5 x 3"

Red Beech Motor mount

Balsa 
wood 
Contest grade

Order the Brodak Cataloge from us!

Brodak .15 CL Brodak .25 CL Brodak .40 CL O.S. 25 LA Aviastar .61


